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Volunteers respond to racist fliers with petition
By John J. Woo
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

In response to racist pamphlets
distributed on the Spit c.tiiipus
last month, volunteers ha% e been
obtaining signatures from students, staff and faculty in what they
call a statement of solidarity
against racism and its dissemination.

The petition is titled "An
Affirmation against Racism," and
begins, "We, the undersigned, formally request that all persons
desirous of spreading racially motivated hatred, cease and desist such
base and despicable behavior. We
feel that ... [such things should]
have no place on San Jose State
University’s grounds and in the

world..
1 he ii’.i,Iutioii suggests dial all
persons spreading racist propaganda get psychological counseling,
and urges the ideal of "liv ring) in a
world of peace and harmony irrespective of our differences."
More than 100 people have
already signed the petition since
last Thursday, including President

Robert L. Caret and lii stall.
The goal is to get as many signatures as possible within an indefinite period of time extending into
next semester, said philosophy
major Marc Madden, the main
organizer for the signature drive.
Madden has enlisted the help of
students in the Biology Students
Association, the Premed Club and

the Peer Education Program
He also went before the
Associated Students board in its
meeting last Wednesday to ask for
help.
According to Madden, it is too
late in this semester to apply for
official sponsorship by the AS., but
he said he plans to bring the
request before the board earb.

next spring. In the meantime, he
has asked the individual members
of the A.S. board to help in asking
people to sign the petitions, to present them to classes and to recruit
other volunteers.
Madden said an identical invitation is extended to all people on
campus who are interested in seeSee Petition, page 4

Improv jazz
joins poetry
in concert

Christmas
on parade

By Roger R. Ramirez
Spartan Daily City Editor

RIGHT: Barney Rubble, of Paramount’s Great
America, greets a young parade-goer Sunday during the opening ceremony of the San Jose
Christmas in the Park Parade.
BELOW: Members of the Bay Area Siberian Husky
Club march passed Plaza de Cesar Chavez during
the parade.

The lights dimmed, the audience quieted and a lone poet
and guitarist were on stage amidst a clutter of microphones,
instruments and speaker wire. He breathed in and the
words of his poetry began to intertwine with musical notes.
The more than 100 people who gathered in SJSU’s Music
Concert Hall on Friday night watched and listened to
"Poetry in concert:" an example of combining spoken poetry with improvisational
jazz.
Three poets, Vince
Gotera, Genny Lim and
Pulitzer prize winner
Yusef
Komunyakaa,
recited their poetry with
the sounds of the Eddie
Gale Band playing in
Victor G Rivera
the background.
Concert host
if you weren’t here
tonight,
you
really
missed out. These were
internationally
host
renowned jazz artists and poets." saul Vcc tor G. RI
of the concert and assistant jazz musi«lirector of
The concert, which started at 8:30 p.m.. lasted for almost
three hours with a brief intermission between the poetry
readings with jazz accompaniment segment and jazz performance segment.
Gotera started out with a "rap poem" to the beat of finger
snapping from the audience. The poem was called "Sir
Galway" and was about the slaying of a fire breathing dragon by a medieval knight.
Lim recited three poems with each piece receiving more
and more instruments to accompany her poetry. By the end
of her last poem there were six music imis playing improvisational jazz behind her.
Se. Concert .3ge 4
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If you weren’t here
tonight, you really
missed out.
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How lovely are
thy branches
Downtown lights up holiday
season with Christmas tree
By Ken McNeill
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

SJSU Aerobicttion
makes students sweat
By Charlene Cook
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Stress is something that many students may
have to relieve this time of year. Friday about 300
people did just that in the fifth annual
Aerobicthon, in a two hour high impact aerobic
workout.
SJSU aerobic instructor Carol Sullivan organized the event that was co-sponsored by the
human performance’s Phi Epsilon Kappa (PER)
honorary fraternity.
"We’re here to help promote the Ill ’P departSee Aerobicthon, page 5

Small theater ready for competition
By Chris Filippi
Special to the Daily

San Jose businessman Jack NyBlom, co-owner
of the ’C,amera cinema chain, which operates the
Camera 3 cinema downtown, is facing a situation
most small businesses dread.
The new $11 million United Artists Pavilion
Theater is being built on First Street, just down
the street from NyBlom’s Camera 3 movie theater.
The building of the theater is a partnership
between Mel, in Simon and Associates, the San
Jose Redevelopment Agency and United Artists.

Peace mission
President Clinton authorized 700
troops to open a mission in
former Yugoslavia and rejected
Bosnian Serb demands Sunday
for a treaty the U.S. will enforce.
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Bob Ryan, the director of project management for the Redevelopment Agency, said the
new theater will feature eight viewing screens.
Seating enpanry for the largest screen will he
698.
The prospect of such a formidable ( ompentor
opening its doors so close to a pre-existing business would frighten many entrepreneurs. But
NyBlom is not especially concerned about the
future opening of this iiew cinema.
"It could be a benefit to all of us," NyBlom
said. "If they are successful at it, it will actually

Hundreds of people gathered at the Plaza de Cesai
Chive, Friday night to watch the lighting of the 60-foot
Christmas tit( al the center of downtown San Jose’s
Chi istilla.S in the Park.
After Mayor Susan Hammer finished her rendition (il
"Jingle Bells," accompanied by several ( hildren watching
from the front of the stage, she started the countdown to
officially open the park display and light up the tree. The
crowd cheered and clapped lotidly when the 2.000 twinkling
white lights and more than 500 brightly colored ornaments
lit up the sky.
"I wain to wish you an your families a happy. healthy holiday season," Hammer said. "I think we have a lot to be
thankful for
and I hope that it’s been a good year for all
of
The Choir hr iii Lincoln High School sang Christmas carols after the to’ nial festivities and the mass of people wandered throughout the park adtniting the numerous Msplavs
which included the red and green North Pole Express,
Santa’s Castle and a large gingerbread house.
Three little 130% bounced from one display to another
shouting "Hey. look at this one..." to their parents who
could barely keep lip
"I liked it," said Ktar-,,k1 Michael Smith.
-Me, too," said
it and -a -half -Year-old friend Joshua

See Theater, page 4

Sec Tree, cage 5

Mourning surfers

AOL reverses ban

Constantine fired

Santa Cruz surfers paddled out
to sea and joined hands in an
ocean memorial for a fnend who
drowned while surfing.

Arnenca Online banned the word
’breast’ from its computer
communication service, then
quickly reversed itself after
complaints from cancer patients.

San Jose Sharks fired head coach
Kevin Constantine pnor to
Saturday’s game against the
Washington Capitals. Assistant
Jim Wiley replaces Constantine

Page 9
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Going no place, but much faster
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Newsroom Voices

Careless pedestrians tempt death
I have lost count of the times
I have crossed the
San Francis quito Creek ...
and nearly squashed a couple
of invisible 15-year-olds in the
middle of the street.
can see out to the tips of our outstretched hands, but
we can only see analytically for a fraction of that space
three degrees. If
our foveal vision is only two to
you doubt that, talk to someone with eye-to-eye contact then touch your ear without making a big deal
to shift to take in the
out of it their eyes will have
gesture. Extraffiveal vision isn’t analytical.
in addition, the brain originally used eyes as
motion detectors, and they weren’t supposed to handle speeds greater than a human could run perhaps 15 mph."
For a driver to have an optimum chance of seeing a
pedestrian, five things are necessary. There has to be
sufficient illumination. There has to be contrast, so
the driver can pick the person out of his background.
There has to be significant size, there has to be
motion and there has to be expectancy - something
that is not always present when a person crosses outside a regular crosswalk.
Schmidt’s advice to pedestrians who don’t want to
encd1 up in his files:
"Assume you’re invisible. Wear light and preferably
reflective clothing. Be acutely alert. Stay on the sidewalks and in the crossways it’s very rare for people
to be hit by cars that deviate from normal traffic patterns."

Republican budget takes from the poor

A

California is typically
hateful of poor
people; those in
power will try to
spend the money on
anything but ...
mum wage, one of the best possible strategies to help poor people
afford to work. Republicans won’t
stop zoning poor two* out of
new subdivisions where many new
businesses need employees (they
refuse to build low-income housing nor will they provide housing
subsidies) thus cheating the poor
out of economic opportunity.
The Republicans want to cut
income tax and instead, increase
revenues through sales taxes, gas
taxes and the like which costs poor
people a larger percentage of their
income than middle and upper
income earners pay. Thus, forcing
poor people to support corporate
health plans while they don’t
get medical coverage through lack
colleges they cannot
of funding
afford to go to, houses and parks
cannot
afford
to Use, and tax’
they

driving home from school last Thursday and I
Iwas
felt like I was in the Indianapolis 500. And losing,
might I add. The day before, Congress sent a bill
to the president that would provide billions of dollars
the
for our nation’s highways, but with one catch
federally mandated 55 mph speed limit would be
tossed.
The bill hadn’t been signed into law yet, but that
didn’t seem to matter to the drivers around me. At 65
mph I was the slowpoke.
The debate over a repeal of the 55 mph speed limit
has been ping on for some time. When the GOP first
started talking about "giving the states the right" to set
their own speed limit, the public’s response to this
environmentally
life-threatening,
dangerous,
unsound and costly law was a little pathetic.
"I think it’s stupid to have a law that everybody
ignores anyway," many a speeder said on TV news and
radio talk shows. The saddest part of that argument is
the fact that when the speed limit is 65 mph people
will just drive even faster. It’s not the 55 mph limit that
drivers don’t like, it’s the idea of a limit at all.
Since it is undeniably true that in life you don’t get
something for nothing, let’s look at what the repeal of
the 55 mph speed limit is going to cost:
The Department of Transportation estimates that
we will see an increase of 6,400 deaths and many
times more disabling injuries. In 1987 when 28 states
increased their speed limits to 65 mph, they saw a 30
percent increase in fatalities the next year. Current
figures for the annual cost of traffic fatalities stands at
$137 billion. With the repeal of the speed limit, look
to add another $13 billion to that number.
The Department of Transportation estimates that
at least one-third of these costs are paid by the tax
payer, you and me.
On an environmental note, cars and light
trucks that travel at 75 mph use 50 percent
more fuel than when they travel at 55.
Exhaust becomes more lethal to the environment (and to human health) as one
goes faster; at 65 mph a vehicle will generate 100 percent more carbon monoxide
than at D5.
If that’s not enough bad news for you
how about this: MORE PEOPLE WILL
DIE. Already mentioned are the
6,400 annual fatalities. To be more
specific, the Department of
Transportation has estimated that
if Wyoming, Kansas and Nevada
increase their speed limits to 75
mph they can each expect a 30
percent increase in annual
highway deaths. The cost to
them: $91 million a year in
Wyoming, $274 million a year

Letter
Quiet study areas
are for studying
The Clark Library is an excellent part of SJSU. It’s well carpeted
and is the best place to study. But
up on the fourth and fifth floors is
a problem. These are supposed to
be "quiet study areas." That means
there isn’t supposed to be any talking. But every time I go up there to
study or do homework that’s what
I always encounter.
Every time, students are talking

Opinion
page
policies

Leslie Farmer is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

Campus View
I he ke1ihluaii budget plan (if
Presideni I I in um signs it) will take
away the Earned Income Tax
Credit from many poor working
families and make it impossible for
many of them to afford to continue working. What’s more, the
Republicans want to give the welfare programs to the states to run,
but with less money.
California is typically hateful of
poor people; those in power will
try to spend the money, on anything but cash grants to keep poor
families and children out of jxwerry as well as all the funding necessary (as outlined above) to make
employment possible for all of the
California low income heads of
lumsehr
What I see happening is despicable! Republicans say they want
people to work, yet they want to
cut educational funding, cut funding for child care programs. cut
Medicaid (Medi-t al. the poor person’s health care). Vet I doubt that
they are cutting the corporate tax
write-offs for health rare premiums paid for by corporate enriployees. As author Rir hard S. Gilbert
noted in his book "How Much Do
We Deserve!: An Inquiry in
Distributive Justice," this is true
even though 1 tjhe cost to government through tax exemptions of
employer contributions to health
insurance has exceeded the federal contributions of medicaid." In
addition, the Republicans do not
support an increase in the mini -
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The Other Side
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t’ tot to get me.
The,
As the days get shorter and darker, a
shadowy cohort of people emerges from wherever they hide during the summer.
They don dark sweatshirts, sweaters, jackets, pants
or skirts. They strip off anything that reflects, shines,
marks them off from from trees or stones or the side
of the road. Some of them mount dust-colored bicycles or skateboards and remove any headlights or
reflective tape.
Then they position themselves in ones or twos by
the side of the road, wait for my car to approach and
lurch, shamble, or streak across the street at the last
possible moment when I can slam on the brakes or
swerve, an electric shock of fear shooting up my chest,
and just avoid turning them into roadkill.
The other evening I just missed killing someone. A
big man dressed in navy or black to make himself
barely distinguishable from the night lumbered
across San Carlos Street in the middle of the block at
darkness even with the
about 5:45 close to total
occasional streetlights. My car passed within two feet
of his body as 1 braked and swerved. If he hadn’t
been a fairly hairless Caucasian he might be dead his light legs in their baggy shorts were the first things
I saw.
People around my home street in East Palo Alto
like t,, (1, the same thing, with a few variations. It usualh iiiohes teen-agers in dark stocking caps, sweatshirts without any insignia, sweatpants ditto, and an
invisible basketball.
Since my street is by a rough estimate about 70 percent people of color (who by moonless, streetlightless
night can be people without color or form) leg or
face or hand cannot alert me. I have lost count of the
times I have crossed the San Francisquito Creek
bridge that marks the boundary of the county. made a
slight left turn, and nearly squashed a couple of invisible 15-year-olds in the middle of the street.
I had an illuminating conversation last
week with a man who bass closer acquaintance than I hope I ever have with pedestrian accidents. David Schmidt is the
president of Traffic Safety Research in
Sunnyvale. His company deals with the
why and wherefore of all sorts of accidents involving motor vehicles and
human beings.
Schmidt has studied highway safety for 22 years. His raw material
comes from 4,000 accidents,
both injuries and fatalities.
"People as pedestrians assume
that because they can see a car
easily, the car can see them," he
"That’s an incorrect
said.
assumption and can be a fatal
,,ne.
-Most of us are convinced we

San Jose State University

breaks for corporations that governments provide to lure high
tech businesses into, or to stay in
communities; the same high-tech
businesses that won’t hire poor
people because the poor lack the
skills and education to be
employed.
On the other hand, President
Clinton’s welfare plan did try to set
up funding for business opportunities for recipients, and did try to
provide finding (though not
enough) for child care. Clinton
supports educational funding.
Clinton tried very, very hard to
bring affordable universal health
care to all Americans. In addition,
I believe he would support a minimum wage increase. Furthermore,
Clinton’s budget, while still maintaining a reliable safety net, still
reduced the federal budget deficit
three years in a row!
I want you to do the following
right now:
Write or call your congressperson and senator and demand they
write and pass legislation that supports educational funding, universal health care, Clinton -style welfare bill (with increased funding
for child care, educationjob skills
programs to overcome employ_
ment obstacles), and Clinton &
budget plan. In addition, it is
imperative that you register and
vote to support these issues.
Andrea Findley
Civil Engineering

The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing a broad range of
opinions with the community,
and readers are encouraged to
express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
the
Editor
or
Campus
Viewpoint
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a 300to 500-word essay (two double
on
spaced
Pages)
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed or
submitted on a 3.5" disk using
on
the
Microsoft Word
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237
or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
Mass
and
Journalism
Communications, San Jose
University,
One
State
Washington Square, San JON,
CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Swam Deily editors, not the
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School
of Journalism and Mass
C.ommunicadons or SJSU,

The saddest part of the argument is the fact that when the
speed limit is 65 mph people will
just drive even faster. It’s not the
55 mph limit that drivers don’t
like, it’s the idea of a limit at all.
in Kansas and $124 million a year in Nevada.
I hate to have to reduce lives to dollars, but sometimes that’s all people understand. A human life is
just too abstract for them.
It’s frightening enough for me to think about those
huge trucks driving around at 75 or 80 mph (the
trucking industry is a big force behind this bill). This
distressing thought is compounded by the fact that,
according to Ralph Nader, more than a million medium and heavy trucks (up to 13 tons) would be
exempt from all federal safety rules for inspection,
maintenance and driver hours.
Think about that when you see struck looming in
the rear view mirror at 75 mph.
Nader also said in a column last week that "if S. 440
and HR 2274 are signed into law, your auto insurance
and workers compensation rates will rise, the companies assure."
The question inevitably comes down to this: What
do we get out of it? I think I can answer that. We get
to pay more in fuel costs, degrade the environment, pay higher taxes and higher insurance
rates and put the lives of 6,000 men, women
and children at risk every year. All this just to
drive faster.
Isn’t this too high of a price to pay for living
in a fast-paced society? If not, where do we draw
the line?
A. Nomai is a
lartan Daily
Columnist
His column appears
Mondays.

to each other. They either get
together in one of the isolated
desks and chat, or they talk tic each
other across a table. And they’re
not always talking about their class
work. They’re socializing with each
other. That is not something that a
quiet study area is designed for.
The Clark Library has a sign
next to the elevators listing the
policies and rights of students
using the facility. It clearly states
that talking in designated quiet
study areas is not permitted.
Unfortunately, every time I go up
to those quiet study areas, some-

body is talking. It’s annoying and
distracting when I’m studying for
an exam or doing my homework. I
try to ignore it, but it’s impossible.
I’m tired of having to do this. If
students want to talk to other students, they can go outside. If they
want to study together or discuss
their classwork, there are group
study areas for that. If you’re talking in these quiet study areas, you
are being disruptive to students
trying to study quietly.
Brad Ruhle
Radio and Television
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Clinton sends first force
for Bosnia headquarters

School of Art and Design
Tuesday Night Le, Lute Series
A Gathering of Artists:
Traditional and Changing
Roles in Multicultural Society,
Mar Aguero. Terry Parisi
Davis and Christine Laffer,
with Pat Sanders, moderator.
5p.m.-6p.m. Art Rio. 133.
Call 924-4328.

Weekly Calendar
TODAY
Jewish Student Union
General Meeting, 6p.m.
Hugh Gillis Hall, Rm. 221
Ca1l924-8l
KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noon1p.m., Diagonally Speaking
5p.m.-6p.m., Radio Azdan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 955.4831.
Philipino Engineering and
Science Organization (PESO)
Canned Food Drive. All day.
Student Union. Call 729-5239.
Sigma Nu
12th Annual Swing-a.thon. All
day. Sigma Nu House.
Call 998-1703.
Tai-Chi/WUSHU Club
Workout. 8p.m.-10p.m.
Spartan Complex West
Rm. 202. Call 924-8074.

MADRID, Spain (AP) - President Clinton authorized a vanguard of 700 American troops to open a
risky mission in former Yugoslavia and rejected
Bosnian Serb demands Sunday for rewriting the
treaty U.S. forces will help enforce.
"When you make a peace agreement, not everybody is happy with it," Clinton said, referring to
Bosnian Serb military leadei Ratko Mladic’s warning
that Serbs its Sarajevo will never live under Muslim
and Croat rule, its the agreemet prem ribes.
Despite the complaints of.
Mladic and others, Clinton said, "I
don’t think the treaty is in trouble
and, no, I don’t think it should be
renegotiated." It is to be signed
Dec.. 14 in Paris.
Wrapping
up
a
five-day
European
trip,
Clinton
announced he had given the goahead for sending into Bosnia 700
U.S. mumps trained in logistics and
conmituncations.
Within a few days, the advance
troops will establish a U.S. headquarters in the northeast town of
Tuzla in preparation for nearly 20,000 Americans set
to follow in a matter of weeks. The Americans, part of
a 60,000-tr; mop international peacekeeping effort, will
spend lit %sinter and the months after that trying to
sepatam stilling parties and disarming land mines
hidden In snow-covered fields.
As he headed home from Europe, weary from long
days and late nights, Clinton faced deep skepticism
from American citizens and the Congress about the
military mission.
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., said on
CBS’ "Face the Nation" Sunday that around
Wednesday this week the Senate will take up a resolution supporting .Americati forces in Bosnia but also
containing language on arming Bosnian Muslims and
providing a clearcut exit strategy.
"If Bill Clinton is going to have the entry strategy.

School of Art & Desgin
Student Galleries Art
Receptions. tip.m.-8p.m. Art
Bldg Se Industrial Studies
Bldg. Call 924-4330.

Circulo Hipanico (Spanish
Club)
Meeting/Tutoring. 12noon1p.m. Council Chambers,
Student Union. Call 732-8024.

Sigma Nu
12th Annual Swing-a-thon. All
thy. Sigma Nu House. Call
998-1703.

Hospitality Management Club
General Meeting. 12tuxiii and
4:15p.m. MacQuarrie Hall
Rm. 517. Call 9243197.

When you make a peace
agreement, not everybody
is happy with it.

Society of Women Engineers
List General Meeting of die
Year! ( ’Anne join us for fun and
refreshments! 12:30p.m.I:30p.m. Engineering
Building Rm. 335.
Call 977-8171.

Library Donations Sales Unit
Ongoing Book Sale. 10a.m.2p.m. Wahliquist Library North
Rm. 408 and nark Lobby
Call 9242705.

Steinbedt Research Center
Of Mice and Men on CDROM. 4p.m. Engineering
Building Rm. 189. Call 924
4588.

Mini-vocal Recital
Denise Owen, Soprano.
12:30p.m.-12:45p.tn. Music
Building Concert Hall.
Call 9244631.

Striving Black Brothers &
Sisters
General Meeting. Op.m.
Student Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call 295-4248.

TUESDAY

Okinawan Shorin Ryu Karate
Club
Workout. 3.m.-5p.ria. Spartan
Complex West, kin. 202. Call
924-8759.

AIESEC
Meeting. 6p.m.-8p.m.
Guadalupe Rm. Call 9413-1936.

Pbilipino Engineering and
Science Organization (PESO)
Canned Food Drive. All day.
Student Union. Call 729-5239.

Asian Student Union
Officer’s Meeting. 6:45p.m.
429 S. 9th St. #3.
Call 297-1466.

Re-Entry Advisory Group
Support Group. 12noon-lp.m.
Administration Building
Rm. 269. Call 924-5950.

Student California Teachers
Association
Informational Meeting for
Prospective Officers.
12:30p.m.-1:30p.m. Sweeney
Hall 332 (LRDC).
Call (415) 345-604.

Aristide says
he’s getting
married
PORT-AL -PRIM 1, I lain (Al’)
Jean -Bertrand
President
Aristide, the priest-turned-politician who outraged the Vatican
with his fiery activism, has made
another breach with his religious
past He says he’s getting married.
Aristide disclosed neither the
name of his fiancee nor the date
of the wedding when he made the
announcement at a meeting with
Thursday
reporters
Haitian
evening.
Asked if he was getting married,
he said: "Yes. I won’t give you her
name. It’s the role of ji mrnalists to
poke their noses into things. I’ll
leave it up to you.
Sources close to the 40-year-old
Aristide said his fiancee is flaitianMildred
lawyer
American
Trouillot, a legal aide in the
Washington.
Haitian Embassy in
After Aristide was toppled in a
September 1991 coup, he spent
part of his three-year exile in
Washington.
The Vatican expelled Aristide
from his Salesian Fathers religious
order in December 1988, accusing
him of inciting class hatred in
sermons urging
impassioned
Haitians to overthrow their dictairs, violently if need be.
He became the symbol of freedom for Ilaitians, who gave him a
stunning victory in 1990 elections.
Because of his political activism,
Aristide was never on easy terms
with the Vatican, the only state
that recognized the militaryimposed regimes that railed after
the army ousted Aristide.
In the interest of harmonizing
Haitian -Vatican relations, Aristide
asked the Vatican last year to
release him from his religious
vows.

President
allows package
to become law

rising to the 34,000 figure. Bill he Said OM
member owes noire than S10.01111. distot ting the .1N

-

si.Weis i 11 1
The audit (Mind 20
apparent personal charges on then oil Jar !edit
cards, but there was no evidence the I liaise p.m! any
of these bills.
And more than 700 transactions on cards issued
exclusively for travel purposes were not fin travelrelated expenses. Lainhart found. This did not violate
House rules, but did go against the charge card agreement.
The audit found fit,’ lawmakers who exceeded
as ui t he end of 1994. Three
their ()Ili «. alb man(
have since reconciledI u accounts.
Describing a has ilskeil mug system that was in disai dm 1I ills,. Emilia!
ray during Democrato
said he is still trying to [ esolsc I 11 rm ’mufti] dimlii
pinalientii to 88 member OM m’s. I taling $22.51 1
II’’ said the payments could I effect valid disliiii semen!. to several staffets who submitted st 1.11 .11
votii h -is Mel* traveling together on official Iiiisiticss.

WASIIIM :LON (Al’) - A $243
billion defense budget became law
Friday after President Clinton traded to
about higher military
spending, for what he said was
Ri-puiblim :111agic cumin
to fund
!limy. in it Islam \ kes GOP lawsaid lu da% their was no
sail h aka’ .15 Nil.
\VIM
Ihr m Wit of the Bosnia
P-’’’ ( elseeping mission !king to an
estimated $2 huh ru, ( him M reluctantly accepted a defense spending
bill that contains $7 billion more
than he wanted.
Clinton, who was traveling in
Northern Ireland, did not actually
sign the bill ’Thursday. Rather it
became law annuitant ally as of
Friday after a midnight en, deadline passed.
In accepting the spending bill,
’Minn rejected the entreaties of
I itI al lawmakers and accepted

Graduate
with honor.

I
generations, health car, has 1)et.11 0)11,1dt:red
among the noblest of all professions. Since 1909,
Samuel Merritt College has educated thousands of
women and men from a Wide variety of academic
backgrounds who have gone on to devote their
professional lives to caring tor others.
If you’re contemplating a career in the health
sciences, Samuel Merritt College otters a broad
range of academic programs that will prepare you
to meet the challenges of today’s rapidly changing
health care environment.
Undergraduate Program
Our Rachel tail ticience In Nursing program is
offered in cooperation with saint Marv’s College
Students attend classes on mu state -tit -the -art
campus at Summit Medical Center in Oakland and on the beatititul ’saint Mats
campus in Moraga.
Graduate Programs
We otter tour master’s degree programs on our Oakland campus
Master of Phsical Therapy
Master of Science in Nursing
Master of Occupational Therapy Master of Science in Physical Therapy
There are four distinctive tracks in our Mastei ot Science in Nursing Program:
Medical-Surgical Nursing; Health Care of High.Risk Npulations: Family Nurse
Practitioner; and Nurse Anesthesia.
For additional information, call or write today.
au
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Defense budget passes

Sparta Guide is It eel!’ Nod available
to students, faculty a: staff associations. Deadline is 5pnt two lass
before publication. Forms available
at DIM 209, Lntries may be edited
to allow tor space nfla la

House credit cards cancelled
WASHINGTON (Al’) - The government credit
cards of 43 Hou,se members or staff- including 13
current members or employees - have been canceled because their accounts were more than 120 days
past due, the House inspector general says.
Reporting on a still-incomplete audit of the House,
Inspector General John W. Lainhart IV said the pastdue amounts averaged about 34,000 as of Oct. 28.
The charges were incurred during the 1993 and 1994
congressional sessions.
Lainhart, who submitted a report this week to the
House Oversight Ca immittee, would not identify publicly any member or staffer involved in any part of the
audit.
He reported that no fraud or abuse has beets found
so far in the audit, which is looking at duplicate payments to member offices, nonpayment for catered
events, overdue credit card accounts, personal use of
the cards, overspending of official allowances and
other matters.
Lainhart said the 43 overdue government charge
accounts averaged $2,300 at the end of 1994, before

the rest of us should have the exit strategy," said Dole,
who has agreed to put aside his opposition to U.S.
participation in the peacekeeping mission so that
Amelia ans sent to Bosnia know they have the lull support of ( :cingress.
"It will be in the great spirit of foreign policy that I
think Republicans and Democrats will 110W be united
to support the American troops." Rep. John Kasich,
R-Ohio, another opponent of deployment, said on
NW. ’s "Nice’ the Pro-s.’.."
’I think the American peoP le should know that we. have a
unique responsibility at this
numient in history." Clinton said.
America’s status as a wealthy
nation and the world’s last superpower "imposes on us great
responsibilities," he said.
Other nations have taken
Bill Clinton military
when asked by the
U.S. President United risks
States, such as in the
Persian Gulf and Haiti, and
Americans should be willing to do
likewise for Europe, the president
added.
"When we fought in Desert Storm and all those
people came to help us," Clinton said, "you didn’t
hear them making speeches (saying), ’We really don’t
have a dog in this fight.’"
Spain’s prime minister, Felipe Gonzalez, at a news
conference with the president, said the U.S. deployment sends a signal "of utmost importance for international solidarity."
Clinton’s advisers declared the trip a huge political
success. "Unfortunately., I can’t get the election held
tomorrow," said Sen. Chris Dodd, chairman of the
Democratic National Committee, traveling with the
president on Air Force One.
And yet, Dodd acknowledged that calls to his congressional office on Bosnia have been running "six,
seven, eight, nine, ten-to-one against."

id

SJSU Symphonic Band
Concert. 7:30p.m. MIESiC Bldg.
Concert Hall. Call 924-4673.

RSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noon1p.m. Prime Audio Soup
5p.m.-6p.m. Radio Aztlan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 955-4831.

V1

Information: 800-607-6377

[lie advice of congt es.0 inal
Republicans, centrist Democrats
and top military officers.
"I made this decision because
my administration has reached
agreement is jIlt congressional
leaders to prim ido,’ funding, out of
the funds caintained in this bill, for
the troop deployment and other
efforts to secure peace in Bosnia,"
Clinton said in a statement.
Rep. 114th
the
House
chairman
of
Appropriations Committee. said
Friday that no such agreement had
been reached. "I think any request
the president makes will be sent
over here and we’ll consider it. but
there’s been no final agreement,"
Livingston told reporters.
He said some of the money for
the Iiiisma deplo merit might
Come hri MI the defense bill but
some Might Clinic from "other

sources" he did not specify. Funds
in the defense bill have
been allocated for priigrams
Congress considers important, he
said.
Livingston seemed less accommodating than he did Thursday
evening, when he said, "If we need
rim find resources to fund Bosnia.
this bill gives us more latitude to
do so without affecting militarv
readiness."
Reim esenting about a quarter of
(nil 5 taspayer’s dollar, the defense
appliipriations bill got swept up in
broader budget battles as well as
international politics.
Clinton’s omit isition to budget
cuts that hurt domestic programs
made it difficult for him to accept
more defense spending.

JOIN THE NEXT
STAGE IN BANKING
INNOVATION. It sets Wells Fargo apart. For more than 140 years
Wells Fargo has pioneered banking...back to the days of the Pony
Express. Now, we’re looking to the future with 24-hour cyber-banking.
And pursuing progressive technologies from the superhighway to the
supermarket.
Go for a Career that will keep you on the innovative edge.
We have FULL-TIME opportunities for sales savvy self-starters at
our BANKING CENTERS and BRANCHES located in
SUPERMARKETS.
Ilyou pride yourself on exceeding sales goals and enjoy A hiSi-15.1,5.1.
environment, consider these opportunities THROUGIIOLF
CALIFORNIA, including:
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8c MANAGERS
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151.alialaships. Fin ific
customer service and develop new business an A supermarket

Requires 2+ years’ outside retail or sales/business development
experience. excellent communication skills and the ability to work a varied schedule including weekends. Experience selling financial services and
BILINGUAL SPANISH -ENGLISH arc pluses. A college degree
preferred.
It v.iti’re in the market lot a new career, please fax your resume to:
-,1111 689-531-, or send it to In -Store Banking Division,
I :MO Concord Ave.. Suite 355, Concord, CA 94521. Internet Address:
littp://www.wellsfargo.coni/ftMobs/super.html. EOE, M/F/DN.
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Concert
From page 1
Komunyakaa’s first piece was accompanied by a
piano and his last piece was accompanied by the
seven -member Eddie Gale Band.
"Poetry and jazz was a certified movement in the
’50s. The spoken word and music was performed in
clubs in San Francisco’s North Beach area and all
over the country," Rivera said.
The early 1950s spawned a "beat generation," or
more popularly "beatnik poetry generation," in San
Francisco. Poets like Jack Kerouac, Neal Cassady and
Allen Ginsberg read their poetry in accompaniment
to jazz in clubs around the Bay Area. The movement
died because of the public’s image of it being
involved with drugs, Rivera said.
The second half of the concert was mostly jazz
music and ended with a piece called, "High Tech
Emergency." The three poets recited the poem with
the full band accompanying them.
Lim ended the performance by thanking the audience for attending and "being part of our experiment."
’This was my first time reciting my poetry with jazz.
I felt like my poetry was being affected by the music.
there was a definite loop and synergy," Gotera said
after the performance.
’The concert was pretty groovin’," Gale said following the performance. "But we need more of them."
"It was powerful. I enjoyed seeing how they integrated jazz with poetry, said King Do, a student at
Independence High School.
The performance was recorded and according to
Rivera may be released on compact disc. ’This may be
the first compact disc ever recorded at San Jose
State," Rivera said.

Poet Genny Lim
recited tnree
poems accompanied by music
:in "Poetry in Jazz
a concert combining poetry and
improvisational
jazz

Pisio B,
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Petition: Associated Students has agreed to help collect signatures
From page 1
i lig this project succeed. He said
the A.S. has already agreed to
establish a box outside its office in
the Student Union to collect these
petitions.

Before each class session, volunteers will stand before students,
give an introduction, address the
issue and ask for support.
"I want to ask people to sign
these petitions after the classes. I
don’t want to circulate them in

class, because I don’t want thei c
be peer pressure to sign them ...
versus it being a free and open
choice," Madden said.
Jimi Vimaichi, museum director
American
Japanese
for tin
c enter, who WAS III the
Resoui

United States during World War II
and has spoken to former U.S.
Rep. Norm Mineta about issues
such as racism, gave his perspective:
"We need to face it and discuss
it, but just signing a petition is not

a solution. We need to put it all in
personal context, see where we are
and go from there," he said.
Madden said, "I am hoping this
petition is a way for people to get
together and reach some kind of
student solidarity on not only this,

but similar issues. We’ve all been
put in similar circumstances in one
way or the other. It can be a miserable feeling."
For more information about the
petition, call 924-6203.

Theater: Camera cinema chain relies on market niche for survival
From page 1
complement what we are doing."
NyBlom is banking on the
United Artists Pavilion Theater featuring mainstream movies, the
same sort of "commercial" movies
that are churned out by big-name
production companies.
But if the Pavilion Theater
should decide to show films that
appeal to a more alternative audience, Camera 3 could be in trou-

ALASKA,

ble
"We would be dramatic all \
hurt," NYBlom said.
The Camera cinema chain has
been able to carve a niche in the
local theater market largely thanks
to the diversity of films the chain
features.
The chain shows movies produced by lower-budget companies
with subject matter different than
most mainstream films. According
to NyBlom, the films his organization shows could be classified as
"art" films.
NyBlom said there are very few
places in the South Bay where such
films are shown because presenting such movies can be both a joy
and a challenge.
"Half of the movies we show lose
money," said NyBlom. "Sometimes
we go into a film knowing that it is
a long shot...that’s part of the
nature of showing art films."
But showing these movies can
have a positive impact on the diversity of movies available to cinemagoers. According to NyBlom,
between half and three-fourths of
the movies shown at the Camera
theaters would not otherwise be

avail.,1,1c to thc
NyBlom, there is ., "pe, ial
j(iir, bringing these
moss II) the public.
"1 love it," said NyBlotn. "It’s
great fun. I really like the challenge of taking a film no one knew
about and bringing it to the community."
The Camera cinema chain is
relying on more than its selection
of movies to keep its nii he in the
increasingly competitive theater
marketplace.
Camera 3 has recently added a
small cafe. The new Camera Cafe
features a variety of pastries and
beverages, and once its liquor
license is approved, the cafe will
also serve alcohol.
NyBlom said the cafe has been a
long time coming. "(The cafe)
gives us an edge in the marketplace," said NyBlom. "People have
said, ’Wouldn’t it be nice to have a
place to hang out and talk about
movies.’"
Despite having been involved
with the theater business for two
decades, NyBlom said he still
enjoys meeting the demands of his
line of work.

lii .111(14111
the Cainera (iii lid clam I. \ Blom
also !aunties hint booking and promote

biggest challenge is to get
the right film, to make it something people really want to sec
Each film demands a (Wei (lit sort
of promotion.- said NBlinn, a
San Jose State
m ersin 1981
alum.
There is still much doubt as to
what impact the new downtown
theater will have on the business
community.
While some are optimistic that it
could serve as a drawing mechanism and bring people into the
downtown area, others are not so
quick to get excited by its potential
affects.
One such person is Brian Keizer,
manager of a jewelry store in the
Pavilion Shopping Center. The
Pavilion is next door to the site of
the new theater.
Keizer is hopeful the new cinema can attract more people to his
store, but said he isn’t getting his
hopes up. In fact, Keizer is more
interested in seeing the Pavilion do
more to attract greater business.
"I Ile

if
Half of the movies we show lose money. Sometimes
we go into a film knowing that is a long shot . . . that’s
part of the nature of showing art films.
Jack NyBlom
Camera Cinemas co-owner

V/
"The mall could advertise
more," Keizer said, "they need to
bring more tenants in."
The Pavilion was in part developed
by
the
San
Jose
Redevelopment Agency, which is
also a partner in the building of
the new theater.
The Redevelopment Agency is a
public organization in San Jose
that has had a hand in the completion of several local projects,
including the San Jose Arena.
For the new theater, the agency
has provided $1.86 million in funding from purchasing the Twohy
building from Melvin Simon and

Associated. The remaining $10.14
million needed to complete the
project is being provided by the
other two partners.
The Twohy building is located
adjacent to the site of the new theater. The United Artists Pavilion
Theater is scheduled to open
February 1996.

WHERE YOU GO
TO MASTER
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE

Ai and Alaska Pat Inc
, ,,;, - the perfect
ens ironments tor studs.
Earn sour Bachelors or
Masters degree in Enyiror
mental Science from Alask,i
Pat In L nisersits, in the heart
ot our nation’s last great
ssilderness.
Program combines ens iron mental studs, planning aril
policy, management and
administration.
CIS. ant ampus. University
extensions located in the Mats.; Valley and Kachemak Bay.

Surprise your folks.

Call 1-800-252-7528

When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny
talent of learning through osmosis.) So don’t let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revive
with Vivarin-. One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
And it’s just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you’re up for it.

tor more information

ALASKA PACIFIC
I

NI,

4101 Universih DriveAnchorage, AK 99508.462
E-mail.apuecorcom com
http awww alaska net/ -apt
Phone (907)564-8248
Fax (907)564-8317
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t.,
01995 SeiCenixon.

Use only as durectr.:
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Aerobicthon

1.1101-0 ill N!!. !ISO

From page 1
1111111 mid health% hieso les," said
Wend% Kohler. President of Mk
PIA arranged for donations of
bagels from The House of Bagels
rd also had fruit donated.
Participants were fed power bars,
muffins and gallons of Black
Mountain water.
Adrienne Robinson, Andre J.
Bobo, left
Thurman, Minda
Kraines, F nit Chiasvand and Terri
Wexteci ipso ucted the Aeroh.cthon
that kept he class pumped through
six different ’20 minute workouts.
ibCr I’. Ills included fast pace ricerice’, to tet Imo/disco music, a samba
routine arid dances to rap music.
Bobo’s rap session, that resembled
Hammer’s "Can’t Touch This" video,
created is I, a of smiles and confusion
for those or a a..1 coordinated as him.
With Iris backward baseball cap
and sunglasses, he may not have
looked like an aerobic instructor but
he sure moved and livened up the
people like one. He left his audience
screaming for more.
"I teach at a lot of different clubs
and I was real happy to participate
today," Bobo said. "I try to feel the
rhythm and not make the moves too
complicated. People tend to open
up and have fun and if they’re hav-

\ mow.

Hundreds of people gathered at the Plaza de Cesar Chavez Friday night to watch the lighting ot tr-le 60 -foot Christmas tree at
the center of downtown San Jose’s Christmas in the Park. The ceremony was broadcast live on TV station KNTV.

Tree
From page 1
"Christmas is my favorite holiday," said
Michael, "cause you get presents."
Michael’s brother Marcus, 4, whispered
that he liked Christmas too.
In addition to the colorful displays, visi-

tors to Christmas in the Park can admire
the snowmen and snowwomen, reindeer
and other winter scenes placed throughout the Plaza. Children can look forward
to having their pictures taken with Santa
Claus or dropping a coin into the Wishing
Well.
Among the displays this year is the

Nynex apologizes
for secretly taping
customer calls
1N AP
Itt IS
Thrown into
privacy public relations battle,
Nynex tin( ads apologized for
secretis I CI n ding thousands of
calls to and nom its telephone customers in New England and New
York.
Nynex said Thursday it has discontinued the secret taping.
"We’ve come to the conclusion
that even though (recording) was
legally permissible, not to notify
customers was a mistake from a
customer relations point of view,"
said Nynex spokesman jack Hoev.
Legal experts argued that the
policy violated Massachusetts law,
which forbids the recording of
almost any telephone conversation yy how the consent of both
parties.
Nynex acknowledged Thursday
that the taping was conducted for
10 weeks beginning in September
at its Braintree office, which markets services such as call waiting to
16.5 million customers in seven
states.
Hoey said Nynex officials
believed they were covered by an
exemption in the wiretapping law
that allows a telephone company
to monitor calls for "service quality control checks."
The telephone company said it
practice
the
suspended
Wednesday after being asked
about it by the Boston Herald.
Unlike many companies that
randomly record customer-service
calls, Nynex did not inform customers.
"The reason that we did this was
to be sure that we’re providing
top-quality courteous service, so
the intentions were good," Hoey
said.
Nynex randomly recorded 4
percent of the 30,000 telephone
calls handled each day by its
telemarketers.
Braintree
Supervisors used the recordings to
help cull the workforce, all temporary employees.

1111,CoN.11.11
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IN NORTIIIRN CAI IF (MANIA

Fuller Seminary is now Viwing an M.A.
degree In Marital and Family Therapy.
This highly acclaimed graduate training program integrates theology and ethics with the
social and behavioral sciences. It also satisfies the educational requirements lot licensure
as a marriage, lamily, and child counselor according to section 491037 ol the California
Business and Professions Code

EVENING AND SATURDAY
CLASSES IN MENU) PARK
For more Information call
Fuller in Northern California.
Phone: 415-321-7444
Fax: 415-321-8606

Rapper shot dead in ambush
A
W YORK (AP)
rapper who
est aped injury the night his friend
Shakur was shot during a holdup
exai tly a year ago was himself ambushed
and shi it to death in his mother’s van.
Rattily Walker, 27, who used the stage
it ante Stretch and sang with the hand

Live Squad, was chased by three people
in another car and shot several times in
the back, police said.
The van glanced off a tree, hit a
parked car and flipped, said Officer
Debra Kearns, a police spokeswoman.

MasterCIard_ presents
ECLIne ’PaCtS
COLLEGE

.1

FULLER

Nativity scene which was rennised
the event last year by Christmas in tin. Pai k
planners. However, the display 1a.L’i rpm Lis
reinstated last rear after ex-ell( plannets
and the ma% CCI ’s OffICC 1C( l’1%1.11 Ilt1111411/115
protesting the remosal.
phone

ing hut that’s my gift to them. This
isn’t alsan me it’s about them."
Spanish
iii strut tor
( :ar men
lazeu di is tear hing her first semester
at
SJSI.
mid
went
to the
Arrobicttion with a studelit who told
her about it.
"I’m resting rny knee. Two hours
is just too long for rue," said lazardi.
"Some 01 111% students are here. It’s
funny he. a Ilse they got a chance to
see me wot kola "
"We’ve got a great turnout this
year and it grass every year. This is a
fun C (grind plat e for friends to come
,ii Itt Wfif. k0111 We even have a lot of
people from the community here,"
said Sullivan. "It’s a great place for
people to have fun, learn fitness
awareness and relieve stress before
finals."
Lakeshia Roby, a sports medicine
student said, "I’m having fun but
I’m really here for the extra credit I
need for my aerobics class. A lot of
people are here for the credit."
Admission was $2 per student.
Last year approximately $200 was
made and the proceeds went to aerobic equipment
At the end of the two hours many
people had enough while most kept
going. They finished with a workout
to one last song of "Jingle Bell Rock"
and ended with a bow.
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Save $10 Plus Get Up To 7,000* Bonus Miles
When You Use Your MasterCard Card To Fly Shuttle- By United.
e

Take $10 Ott When You Buy A Roundtrip
On Shuttlei’m By United. It’s fast, it’s easy,
and you won’t have to worry about lost,
stolen, or forgotten tickets again.
All you need to do is:
1 Have your MasIerCe1,,, card ready and -.i 1 -800 SHUTTLE, ask for Picket" and honk you,
2. Mention this coupon code

Call 1-800-SHU1TLE, ask for
E-Ticketsm and book your flight
To receive bonus miles
call 1-800-930-3104.
Stuff The Lawyers Wrote...

Promo UA 0107.

3. We’ll store you electronic ticket in our ticketing data
base. Your receipt and itinerary will be mailed to you e
needed sooner, ask at the airport Should you need to
exchange or refund your ticket, you can complete your
arrangements by phone (1-800-SHUTTI El
1 TO RECEIVE YOUR BONUS MILES rrlply call
Wedge husfi or
1-800-930-3104
register your Mileage Plus Membership number Your
Ii order
Mileage Plus number must be in your reservat
In recetve ynkr first rnundtrip flight hnnus
5. When you check in for your flight, show your
student photo I.D. and your MasterCard card
you used to purchase your flight.

Promo Code UA 0107

PROMO I 8 016 5003 000 005 3
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The Spartan Daily searches for the semester’s MVP
The Spartan Dail \ is asking for your help in choosing the Most Valuable Player
tiff the Fall 1995 semester.
Ii cast your vote for the
\IVI’ of the semester, please
stop In the Spartan Daily, in
room 209 of Dwight Bente!
Hall, and drop in your ballot
or call 924-3281 and ask for
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Dexter N1anglicmot.

The nominees:
BRIAN ROCHE
Football tight end

WOMEN’S SOCCER TEAM
This squad was the first-ever women’s soccer team at San Jose State University. The team finished with a winning record of 9-6 and earned three
shut-out victories.

First team 1995 All-Big West
Conference Football Team;
Football News All-American
second team; only Spartan
tight end to have two consecutive 30-reception season;
holds record for most receptions by an SJSU tight end;
led the Spartans with 66
catches for 729 yards this
season.

JANICE MOODIE
.’:omen’s golfer
Led the Spartans with the
best stroke average of the
team with 72.18 and placed
second in the Edean
Ihlanfeldt Classic.

MVP BALLOT
CAST YOUR VOTE FOR
SPARTAN DAILY’S FALL 1995
Most Valuable Player.
MELIZZA BENITEZ
CAROL BURNS
ELIN CARLSSON
JASON MARTINEZ

MELIZZA BENITEZ

VIBEKE STENSRUD

PAOLA PAZ-SOLDAN

Women’s golfer

Women’s volleyball

Stensrud won three
consecutive tournaments:
the Stanford Invitati,.tial. the
Edean Ihlanfeldt
and the Golf
World/Palmetto Dunes
Invitational; had the secondbest stroke average of the
Spartans with 72.36.

1995 second team Big West
Conference; most career
assists for a Spartan setter
with 3,257; recorded a
season-high 76 assists against
Cal State Fullerton, best in
the conference for assist in a
single match.

Women’s volleyball
Ranked ninth in the nation
in kills per game with 5.284
and first in the Big West
Conference, finished with
465 kills on the season; 1995
first team Big West
Conference; recorded
career-high 25 digs against
Massachusetts.

ARRON OBERHOLSER
Men’s golfer

JANICE MOODIE

I I
Li

ARRON OBERHOLSER
BRIAN ROCHE
PAOLA PAZ-SOLDAN

JASON MARTINEZ

CAROL BURNS

ELIN CARLSSON

VlBEKE STENSRUD

Men’s soccer

Women’s cross country

Women’s mummer

WOMEN’S
SOCCER TEAM

Men’s soccer forward. Led the Spartans with
24 points, 45 shots on goal. 10 goals and four
assist; made first team all-Mountain Pacific
Soccer Federation; ranked as one of the top
scorers on the West Coast.

SJSU freshman led women’s cross country to its first-ever victory at the Pacific
Women’s Cross Country Invitational.

Won 500 freestyle and 200 freestyle events
at the Pacific Intercollegiate swimming
invitational; won the 1,000 freestyle and
200 butterfly events against CC Davis.
Recorded the best time in the Big West
Conference at the Speedo Cup
(Photo not available)

the ballot form in the
Hi
.Sparlan Daily PIOWS MOM at Dwight
&mid hail. room 209.

01719

I

(Photo not available)

(Photo not available)
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From the Prevention Education
Center
Administration # 222A
Pnone 924-4945

Buy a blow pop and win a chance
for great prizes donated by the
following pep center sponsors:

-Sorrell tos
-Classic Car Wash
Winchester Mystery House
- Tower Records
-Ben & Jerry’s
McDonalds

Women swimmers record 17 individual season-best times
Spartan Daily Stall Report

The SJSU women’s swimming
team went picking at the Speedo
Cup in Irvine last Thursday and
Saturday. The Spartans, who
weren’t picking corn or berries in
Irvine, nitpicked 17 individual sea-

Have a Safe
Winter Break

son best times to put a cherry on
an 0-6 season.
Despite the team’s 21 out of 22
finish in the meet and a tough
start, SJSU coach RoseArm Benson
and her squad have something
positive to focus on for next

Friday’s
meet
against
San
Francisco and Cal State Hayward.
One of the bright spots was
SJSU ’s Jeannette Thorner’s 21st
place finish out of 78 swimmers in
the 400 individual medley final
with a time of 4:34.85. Thorner cut

YOUR open TICKET to ADVENTURE.
Discover a career with a world III difference- at 1 .niteil Airlines. I her fantastic growth and increased flight sclaslidlc
have created new opportunities for domestic Flight Attendants.

fj

The high-energy indlividluals we seek must lie at least 19 years of age. a high schwa grailuate. betwisdn 5’2 and
TO linter serve the needs of our naturally
and have the legal right U. accept employment in the (inked
Iliverse passengers, we are looking for indlivilluals who are fluent in English and at least one1110111. Nellert lace
gouge-a, Yd.!’ most lee willing to Morale and 1.11illy helping customers.

6’

You’ll base the world at yileir feet as you travel 61 intrmtling dlestinations across the [lulled States. Phis receive an
plan with travel privileges for you and pair immediate family. For mien. information.
exceptional isimpensidi
ielean attend! our
OPEN 1101

F. I !’d 1E11%11:WS

Tnenthey. Ih.veneleer
December fe, 199r;

2.1Nlyete. (:011goel
Airport
2155. Airport 111.41,
isco, 4.
South San I

,/d114hein. 1

1111111111111 I/111

On Wednesday 12/6 and Thursday 12/7
From 10-2 in the Student Union
*Remember : Choose not to let other people
take away your right to make choices about
drinking

Won two of the four
tournaments SJSU competed
in this semester Frenso
Lexux Classic and the Nike
Northwest Classic; placed
second in the Robertson
Homes Invitational; placed
fourth in the University of
San Francisco Invitational;
led the Spartans with a stroke
average of 70.50 for the
1995-96 season

’leach all your ilestinations with l nited Airlines! Seating is limited, so please arrive earls, IF unable to attend!.
y employer ne/f/dA.
dmpor
please call 1708)952-7200 for (lettere Ois.-re 1111111.. dole,. and 101,11i 4444 I ’Al. an

IN UNITED AIRLINES
real I )1.: l’A It’ll It

frone the 01(1)11 %RI

41111RounSell."

5.7 seconds from her season best
time, and she also turned in personal bests in the 200-meter individual medley and 200-meter butterfly.
Other season bests included;
Elin Carlsson’s 31st place finish in
the 200 freestyle and 20 place finish in the 500-meter freestyle; Susie
Brooks, 400-meter individual medley, 200 individual medley, 200
Butterfly; Alisha McCartie, 100meter breaststroke and 200 individual medley; Vivian Lau and
Adrienne Simpson, 100-meter
backstroke and 30-meter freestyle.
Carlsson also took 23 seconds
off her 1650 freestyle time, finishing 13th and recording the best
time in the Big West Conference.

GET PAID FOR
HARDLY BREATHING
ASTHMA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS
If pm are healthy, non-smoking
flul between the ages 12-65, you
may qualify to participate in a
research study using an
investigational asthma or allergy
medication. You will receive
financial compensation for
your time and effort. Qualified
participants could earn up to
$800.

Allergy & Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara
Valley, Inc. Research
Center
4155 Mielerime k Avtimr, SION. 1, Si

wo

1 -800-74-ASTHMA

SPORTS
Broncos coast past Spartans 79-51
San Jose State University
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LEFT The Spartans’
wints were low in the
nal minutes of the
game as the Santa
Clara Broncos
wrapped -up their
28 -point win, defeating
SJSU 79-51
FAR LEFT: Terence
Wilborn, 15, battled
Santa Clara center Phil
Von Buchwaldt for
control of the ball
during SJSU’s loss at
the San Jose Arena on
Friday night.
PHOTOS BY JAY L. CLENDENIN
SPARTAN DAILY

SCU overwhelms SJSU from the start
By Larry Lee
Spartan Daily Executis e Editor

The first 1>ssssuu slit mid haye
been an unfit anon of the night to
(’(ime for the sy-1. in,tt’s basketball
team Friday night at the San Jose
Arena.
Santa Clara had the ball as the shot
clock was winding down. The Broncos
looked in disarray as the Spartans’
defense forced second-year guard
Lloyd Pierce to take an ill-advised
three pointer that hit nothing but net.
"That first play just seemed to set
the tone," said head coach Stan
Morrison.
The Spartans (0-2) then turned the
ball over five straight times to start the
game, and not once threatened the
Broncos (4-1) as they we:, overwhelmed 79-51 in front of I.
fans
who were mostly dressed ill lilt’ red
.,11,1 whin. colors of Santa C1,11.1.
of the fans came to see the
Broncos whose three other ssiiis have
come against UCLA (No. 4). \11, higan
State and Oregon State. -11,, 1, only
loss was against third-ranked \ illanova
the day after beating the Bruins. In the
eyes of many Bay Area basketball
observers, the Broncos should be
ranked in the top 25.
if this isn’t a top 25 team, they
need to let me vote," Morrison said. if
you can go up to Oregon and shoot 28

110111 11,, tlitin and (Milt Out
with it win
I Irr
e doing something
right."
The Brom os did everything right in
the first hall, building a 37-17 halftime
lead.
Morrison seemed distraught after
the game. strugglii ig for the words to
describe die fin ’a half.
"It’s limns: lit said, "we start four
seniors. Yet we play telatiyely immature
basketball. [’heir offense exposed our
immaturity."
The Spartans’ leading returning
scorer, Brad Quinet, played his first
game of the season but only scored
two free throws, shooting 0-6 from the
field in 20 minutes.
After sitting out Tuesday’s loss
against Saint Mary’s with a sprained
left ankle, Quinet desperately wanted
to play against the Bronco’s particularly matching tip against Steve Nash.
Morrison said Quinet, who averaged
13 points per game last season, was
sore after the game, and secondguessed his own decision to play hint.
"I probably shouldn’t have played
him, Morrison said. "1 »»,.’t play him
again until he’s ready to go 100 percent."
Nash, regarded as one of the
nation’s best point guards, scored 17
points and had six rebounds. He
expressed concern against SIM: going

into Friday’s game.
"San Jose State deserved a win the
way they played the other night
(against Saint Mary’s)," Nash said.
"Both teams were not at full
strength tonight," said Santa Clara
coach Dick Davey.
BD! Morrison was more concerned
with the effort than the health of some
of his players.
"We gave a yen, %e n’ poor performance tonight," he said. The Spartans
were led by center Roy Hammonds, 11
points, seven rebounds and received
:en all-around contribution from guard
Marmet Williams who had nine points,
six rebounds, five assists and two steals.
"Roy gave a heck of an effort, so did
Marmet and Terence (Wilborn, six
points
and
three
rebounds),"
Morrison said.
However, Morrison was noticeably
disappointed in the performance of
some of his players
particularly Sam
Allen (five points, one rebound and
one block) who was sidelined most of
the first half with foul trouble.
"Their big men manhandled us,"
Morrison said. "Sam Allen had one
rebound all game, and I play a freshman and he gets two in five minutes.
So l’ni going to be shaking up the lineup a bit."
The Sparta u.s next game is at 7 p.m.
Thes(las againit fern larkanian and his
State Bulldags in Fresno.

Turnovers set women back
SCU takes
advantage
of SJSU mistakes
By Rowena T. Millado
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Allut hun Salila (lira Iiniversity

heat 1-).in lose State
wrinuli’s basketball
tuant.ill head ,i au h Karen Smith
"old sax was: "We set women’s
basketball, both teams. back 15
Sea’,."
It iii’s

Is/Artily-two
Its’

11111111111111111111111111
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SATURDAY:
MI Women’s basketball, Idaho Tournani,1,1

M.1411)W. MAD

Men’s basketball, Fighting Illini Classit ,I banipaigne. ill

.111(1

It was a good lesson
for us. It was a wake-up
call to end all wake-up
calls.

Enterpnse, one of America s fast growmg and largod pnvatelv held compa.
Ives. is iurrentiv expanding m the Pa, Area Ideal candidate, will he motivated
make it happen people who will have the ability to follow our fast pa,,I
Management ’Training I’mgrarn svhere growth and hnarkaal rewards come quick!,

? Men’s basketball vs. Fiesno State, Fresno, 7:30 p.m.

Women’s basketball vs. Cal State Sacramento, Idaho Tuurii,inti’itt, Moscow.
Idaho.
1. Women’s swimming vs. San Frain IVO. Cal State Hayward, San Irant i12 p.m.
In Men’s basketball vs. Bali State, Fighting mini Classic, Champaigne.111

%WIC
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Steele, was in i oul trouble with
three fouls in four minutes. and
didn’t play for the last eight minutes of the game.
-We really wanted to concenit a’, not ii, get Steele going."
r-oneyer said of the Spartans’
star I 1114 guard. "I.Ve felt that if she
gcr,
1.4. then the team gets

Ai

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES / ENTRY LEVEL

TUESDAY:
FRIDAY:

VI,
Spfl.III%

.15 SCI.. Otitse timed
77-42, in Friday’s game at the
S.1111, ise Arena.
"Neither team played well, but
better than we did,"
1>1 is
Smith said. "It was an ugly, ugly
game.
In the first half, the Bronco’s
defense and poor passing by the
Spartans tansed the hall to fall
into the 11.11,, ,,f Ii I,1111., players.
"We all neer I ii step up and play
....rid Spartan fornuire
ward Natedia lohoson, "because
when we lila) a team like this,
when dies air .111 over us, we
Iii,’

SISI.

PlioTO BY STEVE KEEGAN SPECIAL Ti) THE DAILY
Spartan guard Sarah Cantway scrambles for a loose ball
with SCU’s Suzanne Ressa late in the second half.

Int
all’

,rugh up the ball.Catard kart Sterlt ogiii if
11.11.
lii "sport.itis Iscrrii.1.11 ill, it lir sl
-511 asticit’t passing and waking the right choices, we weren’t
driving like we plain reel to do," she
said.
The Spartans cornmitted more
turnos yrs. .10, than point-, 24.
resulting in 19
rrints for the
oncos in the
first half. The
Broncos committed 16 turnovers.
resulting in two
points for the
Spartan is.
"In the beginning of the game
Wt! had a quite .,
turnover
fess’
sit
that
&Jai women s
unforced, hoists
cr I think that we
played sit Ii great
intenstis:
said
Cat rir I lortsmerr. the Broil,
head u.s It.
"OW
WAS ittrtstaitsli
she said. "Cr istv I It llowell defended the point guard and took San
Jose State out of what they wanted
(to dol."
The Spar tans’ lead scorer,

US! BA Degree required
Retail/sales experience a plus
All promotions to management 1005, from within
All promotions based on performance and merit
Management incomes yearly S30.000 -S75,000 salary
Full benefits package including profit sharing and 401K

Friterprise is Amen, a s largest rental car company with over :000 locations and more that,
11000 emplmees If V011 are energetic and success driven, we want to hear Irons r041
For Menlo Park Palo Alto, San lose, Santa Our la Monterey call and ask for liu 0 A .,
Resources at 408-4674300 or send resume
Enterprise RentiACar
2.26 Airport Parkway, Ste 600 ti=
San jOif, CA 9%110
_1
--Elai
I’ goal oprortiinit, eniplo,ri

, Enterprise

Steele
scored
four
points in the
first half, and
’’sit
nvo ni
mid hall lop
St MCI,

bit

Si/MI.111s

ale
Wel(’

14,1111,..P
and
lot wai it kilt’
Page. (.1,11 with
fo points
Karen Smith
Page was
basketball coach
also
plagued
with foul trouble in the first
half, with four
person tIll follIS, IWO of which came
in the first three minutes of n he
game.
"Against Page, whoever W.1% on
her. we posted up against her."
Hortsmever said. "If she was on
the periMeter, we drove on her."
deletise preventThe It;

ed the Span ans horn scoring in
the first half for five minutes. especially in the paint.
"We had trouble getting rt
inside," Page said. "When we did
drive, people needed to know
where tel move, where to cut and
where the gaps are."
"We dug ourselves such a sleep
hole in the first half. Once we settled down we got going." Smith
said. "In the second half we Came
out flat, part of that was we couldn’t go with our regular lineup."
Scoring woes continued in the
second half as the Spartans. scoring percentage was .156, with only
five of 32 baskets from the field.
The Bronco’s outscored the
Spartans 34-18 ill the second half.
Four Broncos scored in double
figures.
Nicole
Silacci
and
Stuanne Ressa scored 15 points
each, Linda Riedman scored II
arid Julie Brandy scored 10.
"But nothing should excuse a
loss like tonight’s loss," Page said,
as she attribute’s the teams Youth
and inexperience as a factor in
Friday’s defeat.
"It was a good lesson for us,"
Smith said. "It was a wake-up call
to end all wake-up calls."

The International Center
has housing for you!
1Vt I )1 fur:
I r ter:tenon with fascinating
51t iltictiltural activities!
( u miptiter & study rooms!
S student kitchen!
1 utut & friendls environment
Item us tutu1 tutuMI, With 111’1, ii’nishings!
II von are interested, call:
SJSU
INTERNATIONAL CENTER
(408) 92446570
or stop bv for a tout
Located at 360 So. Ilth St
(Near Sati Sakadot
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Governor’s debt puts tax cut plan in jeopardy
Not enough Republican money available to support initiative adviser says
t
Vs.t.1 I I ’
Pete
Wilson’s campaign debt reportedh ,,old
jeopat
pl.ms toCh.unpion 3 (AN it initiative be ause more fund-raising is
required and GOP contributors donated
heavil to his re-election mid busted presidential 11111.
-1111l1.11.1its don’t grow on trees, they
require resources and commitments
upfront from a broad group of individuals
just to qualifv," said a Wilson adviser speaking On condition of at Humility.
The adviser’s comments were reported

stin,lai hi the Los Angeles 1 tines.
iii legislature rejected Wilson’s call
for a I:, percent cut in corporate and personal income tax rates last spring and
Wilson vowed to take his case to voters.
The tax cut "is a significant issue that is
under consideration to determine what
resources are available to commit to an initiative" on next year’s ballot, the Wilson
adviser said.
The tax cut proposal was a cornerstone
of an ambitious agenda Wilson unveiled in
his State of the State speech in January.

I he goveinot said a state task tot & e headed by former Secretary of State George P.
Shulu concluded that the tax cut was necessary to maintain California’s recovery
from recession.
In addition to his $1.5 million campaign
debt, Wilson faces other financial
demands that could limit his ability to
sponsor a campaign.
The governor is committed to helping
several 1996 GOP candidates raise money
and he is supporting other ballot initiatives, such as a proposed measure to roll

bat k allinuauve at lion pi ow,uns.
Wilson still supports the tax cut and if
he is unable to sponsor the plan through
an initiative, he will pursue it for a second
year in the Legislature, advisers said.
The governor’s staff reportedly believes
chances have improved for legislative
approval because of :ut anticipated cash
surplus in the budget at the end of the fiscal year in June. Democratic leaders have
also said that they will reconsider the tax
cut proposal.
But a Wilson adviser said the governor

would try to maximize his effort by pursuing the issue in the Legislature and on the
ballot simultaneously if he didn’t have the
campaign debt.
"If money were not an issue, I’m convinced the governor would have this on
the ballot in a heartbeat," the adviser said.
"You may not be successful legislatively
and the interest of the general populace
in putting more money in their pockets is
much stronger than legislators who might
be beholden to special interest groups."

Peace center downsizes to survive Surfers hold
ceremony

PALO ALTO (AP;
peace a chance has been cost!, t,.r
the Peninsula Peace and justi,
Center. which traces its lineage to
the anti-war protests of the
Vietmun War mid once boaste,l
itors nuiging from Noam Cholitski
to anti-war activist and draft
resister David Harris.
Citing funding problems, the
center will close its midtown office
Dec. 15 and most I ikel% will
become an all volunteet organization. In addition it has called for
donations and cut the pay of its
director. Sandy Spaulding.
Like a militatv ha,e forced to

if

The areas we’ve been working on have not been
drawing large donors.

Sandy Spaulding
Center Director

Peninsula Peace and Justice

IP
undergo conversion with the
demise of the Cold War, the center
tried to find new fields by concentrating on helping the homeless
and working with union organizers.

"-r he areas we’ve been working

on have not been drawing large
donors," Spaulding said.
Spaulding and former director
George Spaulding are confident
the center, initially founded as the

Palo Alto Peace Centel in 1965,
will bounce back.
"People are ph
g me and
saying ’Let’s save the Peace Center
or start something new to replace
it,- said George, now an organizer
for the Hospital and Care Workers
Union.
The center was founded in 1965
to oppose the Vietnam War, one of
the first non-student anti-war organizations in the area.
"It was a nice mix of people
from Quakers to old leftists,"
recalled Roland Fiston, who joined
a year later.

Bay Area scheme bilking thousands
\\

Authorities sa,
h -quick
"investors club. 1, mine than a
pyramid scheme that’s duping
voting professionals out of thousands of dollars.
In recent weeks, the so-called
"Gift Club" has held parties in San
Francisco, Oakland and Mann
County, drumming up $2,000 each
from new "members," the San
Francisco Examiner reported

Sunda’,
Members describe the pal ties as
"friendly," "warm and fuzz% and
"safe." But officials call them a
scam.
The apparent scheme involves
members at the bottom working
their way up to become a "chairman" at the top of an "investors"
list. They do that by bringing in
more members, at $2,000 a pop.
The problem is that each new

member has an increasingly difficult time reaching the top. The
Examiner, which calculated the
probability of a return in the club,
reported that after a few tiers of
investors have profited, millions of
new members are required and it
becomes nearly impossible to
become a "chairman."
Herschel Elkins, special assistant
for the state attorney general’s
office, said such games "die out

when people start running out of
friends," and usually don’t last
more than five weeks.
"Clearly, it’s illegal," Elkins said.
"It’s people making money by taking advantage of people who come
in later. One person makes
$16,000 and eight people lose
$2,000. It’s that simple."
A Nov. 18 invitation-only gathering took place at the Masonic
Temple in Oakland.

Commission delays wireless phone decision
Radiation fears
hinder Pac Tel
plans
tc4ARC E LONA

HAPPENS
THURSDAYS
21 AND OVER
10905 WOLF RD.
CUPERTINO VILLAGE
AT OLA’S

\ CISCO (.L
mg it needs more details about
rad, ii in emitted from new wireless phone antennae, the Planning
Commission has delayed a decision on whether to allow Pacific
Telesis to test the technology in the
city.
PacTel wants to perch 200
antennae on 44 rooftops as part of
its new wireless phone technology,
which is expected to provide clearer sound than cellular phones and
improved protection against eavesdropping and greater mobility.
The commission said it would
delay until Dec. 14 any action on
PacTel’s first seven conditional use
permit applications because it
wanted to know more about the 4-

(408)388-5673

THE BEST OF:
EURO-MIX
FREESTYLE
HOUSE MUSIC

If I stay there, am I possibly signing a death warrant
for my child?
Jeanette Keamey Reingold
Pregnant mother

If
foot tall antennae. Jeanette
Kearney Reingold, who is pregnant and lives near two Lombard
Street buildings where PacTel
wants to put antennae, said she was
worried about the radiation emissions.
"If I stay there, am I possibly

Needed

OPENS

NOV .30

if

Feedback from students who have taken
PROF. AMZY IBRAHIM for any sociology class.
Need not have completed the course. Please

call 415-948-0293

signing a death Wal taut lot illy
chi " she asked.
Jen old Bushberg, a paid PacTel
consultant who directs health
physics programs at the University
of California, Davis, said the system’s "low energy, low frequency"
output was safe.
PacTel hopes to offer the new
wireless phones in San Francisco
hi’ 1997.

REALITY CHECK

WASHINGTON (AP) Two
media giants, Gannett Co. and
Multimedia Inc., said Friday they
expect their $1.7 billion merger,
approved conditionally by federal
regulators, to be finalized today.
The Federal Communications
Commission
decided
late
Thursday that transfer of the
licenses held by Multimedia to
Gannett "will serve the public
interest, convenience and necessitY
Under the order, Gannett will
have 12 months to sell some
broadcast and other media interests that would interfere with various federal rules on multiple and
MIAS-0WD ershi p.
The merger will propel Gannett
into two growing businesses, cable
television and TV program syndi-

BY DANA SUMMERS

BY DAVE WHAMMOND

NoW-lazr qt,r4cy .Su51" SoMOIACE

NO NE C41,4

Gannet Co. and
Multimedia Inc.
to combine in
$1.7 billion deal

SNOHOMISH, Wash. (AP)
floodwaters receded elsewhere in
I et the mop-up begin. Everywhere Washington state.
hut along the lower Snohomish
The Snohomish receded from a
River, that is.
crest of 33.1 feet Wednesday night,
From the river mouth at Everett but then it rose again. Around
nearly 20 winding miles upstream midnight Thursday, the river crestto this town of 7,250 residents, the ed again at 32.6 feet at its nameSnohomish was the last major area sake town, 7 1/2 feet above flood
of concern Friday as near-record stage and within a foot of the

DAILY COMICS
MARK PARISI

Multimedia merger
approved by FCC
cation, adding to its core newspaper business, which includes "USA
Today."
Gannett already holds licenses
for 10 television stations and owns
and operates 11 radio stations and
83 daily newspapers, including the
Cincinnati Enquirer.
Multimedia controls five television stations. To satisfy the government’s rule prohibiting ownership
of more than 12 TV stations,
Gannett has a year to cast off three
of them.
Multimedia will become a wholly owned subsidiary of Gannett.
Gannett’s own Multimedia Talk
Channel will cease to exist.
Gannett said it will keep the
Enquirer and sell television station
WLWT, Channel 5, in Cincinnati.
The FCC said that because there
are two dailies in the city "we see
no reason to believe that an undue
concentration of the media would
occur" during the 12-month period.

Washington flood waters finally receding

BOUND & GAGGED

OFF THE MARK By

SANTA CRUZ (AP)
Santa Cruz. "It’s something we
Carrying bundles of lavender all can share."
and wildflowers, hundred of
Pins’ mother and father padsurfers paddled out to sea and dled out in outrigger canoes to
joined hands in an ocean memo- join the ceremony.
rial for a friend.
Throughout the day. Pitts’
The ceremony Saturday was in friends gathered on Cowell
tribute to Beth Pitts, a 19-year- Beach, one of her favorite surfold woman who died while:surf- ing spots. They remembered her
ing last week.
as an exceptional surfer who
As the surfers, many of them devoted much of her time to
crowned in leis, prepared to take children, training them to be
their boards into the water, "little lifeguards’ or junior
"Zeur Janiszeufski wiped a tear surfers.
from her eye.
"With Beth now sleeping
"This is the way we know how under the water, I will paddle
to say farewell," she said.
much more gently," said Jane
"It’s a ritual. It’s a tribal McKenzie, a friend and former
thing," said Michael Wreyford of national surfing champion.

AND riE.

MIXED MEDIA

BY JACK OHMAN

MACAULAY (ULION’
Ti-if LATER YEARS

,4111,111.1
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REST
NOME
ALONE
019% rntr. Mo.la larsita
Ii flown.

record flood of 33.5 feet set in
November 1990.
Two highways leading from
town were closed Friday by the
high water, forcing travelers to use
detours that quickly clogged with
traffic.
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On-line service reverses ’breast’ word ban
BOSTON (AP) - America Online
banned the word "breast" from its computer
communication
service,
then
quickly
reversed itself after complaints from breast
cancer patients who use the service to share
information and support.
America Online, the country’s largest
online service, said it was trying to clean up
cyberlanguage when it banned use of the
word last week, The Boston Globe reported
Friday.
This angered subscribers who use
America’s Online breast cancer bulletin

board, which is sponsored by the American
Cancer Society.
This is outrageous and potentially lifethreatening," wrote a woman who uses the
computer name of Renna S.
The ban was discovered when a breast
cancer patient, who uses the name MiaBella,
discovered that America Online had deleted
her personal profile. Service users can create profiles to identify their interests so they
can be contacted by others with similar
interests.
When MiaBella tried to create a new pro-

( Witte flashed her a message
Aincr
that she could not use vulgar words. She
then found out that the priifiles of all subscribers who used the word breast had been
deleted.
Pam McGraw, a spokeswovxiaii for
America Online, told the newspaper
Thursday that the ban was an error that
would be corrected within 24 hours.
"Breast" will be permitted "as long as it is
used in an appropriate manner," she said.
Subscribers affected by the ban will be
given five hours of free time on the service,

Mc( raw said.
"I don’t have any problem with AOL trying to keep dirty words off their service,"
said Barbara LeStage, a member of the
American Cancer Society’s executive committee.
"But I don’t consider ’breast’ to be a dirty
word. If you have people who see it as dirty,
for whatever reason, rather than as an everyday term, then this is going to continue to
happen," she said.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Only $57.00 per your.
Save 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
FAST FUNDRAISER
Raise $500 in 5 days - Greeks,
groups. dubs, motivated individuals.
Fast, easy -No financial obligation.
1-800-862-1982 ext. 33.

FOR RENT
STUDIO APT. FOR ONE PERSON.
No pets. $490 per no. $300 sec.
dep. Parking. Call 259-7040.
KINGDALE OAKS APARTMENT
$250 BONUS
Bring this ad
One bedroom one bath
for up to three people.
8750
Heated Pool & Hot Tub
Exercise Room with Sauna
Sand Volleyball
Billiards Room
Party Space available
408.295.1155
SUMMERWIND
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENT HOMES IN THE AREA!
1,000 to 1,400 sq. ft.
W/D hook ups
Huge Clubhouse
Resident activities
Minutes to campus
2 Swimming pools
Racquetball & Tennis Courts
Basketball Courts
Rents from $825.00 month!
408-279-2300
2 BORK APARTMENT $783/PAD.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable
available. Ample parking. Quiet
with good neighbors. Walk or ride
bike to school. Responsive
management. We take advance
deposits. $7454795/month.
Call 288-9157.

SHARED HOUSING
2 BLKS FROM MU. Beautiful
room, great house. Deck. Washer
& dryer. So. 12th area. 5400/mo.
Avail. Dec. or Jan. 408-297-8873.
$350/MO + 1/4 UTIL Camden &
hAvy 85, dcse to light rat Full access.
quiet, peaceful home. 266-6836.

REAL ESTAT
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on 51. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

FOR SALE
COUCH & LOVESEAT 575 for
both! Matching tan Clean Call
Robbie @ 294-8785

COMPUTERS ETC.
486 66MHZ W/4MB.RAM/2x.
OD Ran Monitcr, 14.4 man. & much
rime. Call 288-8592. $900. do.
TOSHIBA LAPTOP 486/33 MHZ/
200H0 12 RAM. Color A Steal Deal,
Call 295-4342 $1200 obo

AUTOS FOR SALE
1990 GEO STORM Exceiient
condition. 5 sp., alarm $5,000
415-965-8695.

OPPORTUNITIES
EASY WAY TO EARN MONEY
for a club, fraternity or sorority,
Sell custom printed 1-shirts or
sweatshirts with your logo or
design. Call Brainstorm Graphics
0408-496-6343.
NO FEAR!!! MAJOR UPSIZING.
Ambitious people needed for
several positions with environmentally concious company. Call
4083587711.
FANTASTIC INCOME opportunity
distributing wild-grown, organic
products. 12-yr-old company
Is Industry leader. Easy, turnkey
marketing plan can earn you
substantial income quickly,
part-time. Lots of support!
For FREE AUDIO TAPE call
408-284-7871 (24 hour messegei
REPRINT RIGORS YOU CAN SELL
NOW! Over 800 ’How-to Books,
Reports & Guides’ Valued $845.
On Windows CD ROM. Just $99.
(Includes S&H&T) Call 24 hrs.
1800241-9229 Msa/MC/NnExp.

CASHIERS STANFORD BOOKSTORE
is now accepting applications for
temporary cashiers. $8.50 an hour!
AFTER SCHOOL HELPER. Ila-F Stanford Bookstore 1-8005332670
3:30- 7:00. Non-smoking. Need at 322, ask fa Kra
own car. Good record. Jan. 16 Apr. 30. References required.
444 DEUVERY DRIVERS fi$$
Restaurant Food Service.
408-395-7712 call evenings.
Excellent part-time job.
WANTED Aldus Pagemaker Tutor
Earn $9 to $11 per hour.
Flexible day and evening hours.
Top Paid.
Require own car + good DMV+ Ins.
Good communication skills a +.
Call 408.463.0500. Contact Erin.
San Jose or Cupertino area. Call
TAKEOUTTAXI 369-9400 after 5prn.
TEACHERS/RECREATION LEADERS
295-401.1, ext. 211. YWCA Child ESPRESSO SHOP SEEKS responCare Program offers benefits, sible individuals, no experience
needed. All shifts. 321-8818.
$8.25 to $9.25/hr.
3/4 T school -age teachers: 1.2
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
units Rec, PE, Ed, ECE, etc.
PT/FT preschool teachers: 12 FT/PT positions w/infants, todunits ECE. 269.7534.
dlers, preschool and school age.
Great advancement and growth
GREAT VOICES FOR RADIO time oppty. Good benefits. lmmed.
sales nationwide, PT/FT/Flex. openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Attn. Mktng.. Advert. & Comm. Call Action Day Nurseries.
408.667-4515.
majors: call now for immediate
openings. Wil train. PJ 995-5905.
2 P/T POSMONS OPEN: English
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED for tutor & clerk, $6.8/hr. Close to
Contracting Co. in Campbell. SJSU. Call Jessie 2833063.
$8 .10/flex hrs. w/opportunities
for advancement. Call 369.1898. EXCITING TRAVEL INDUSTRY
opportunity. Are you a Hospitality
EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER Mgmt or Recreation major or do
8:(0.11:30a.m.
family,
you have retail sales experience?
wanted! LG.
Tue.-Fri. only. Call 395-2337.
Come join Classic Custom
Vacations’ dynamic reservations
TEACHERS, PT Afternoons. NAEYC staff & be a part of the best
wholesale travel company in the
1:9.
Accredited preschool. Ratio
Excellent salary and benefits. USA. Classic is located in downkilnimum 12 BCE units. 3787805. town San Jose & specializes in
selling customized vacations to
Hawaii & mainland U.S. We are
NEED EXTRA PPP
looking for quality sales specialWhen you’re not in class??
ists to enhance our fast-paced
(To the tune of $90/day?)
reservation center.This excellent
THEN WE NEED YOU!!
Join the team at Alum Rock Elem. opportunity offers:
School Dist. as a Sub Teacher! *P/T flex scheduling
Minimum Requirements: BA, Passing $1.041.5 /hr potential (salary +
sales incentive).
score on CBEST. Erner. Credential,
Great Attitude. Bilingual Spanish pref. *Full employee benefits package.
Ccetact: Heater Banos, Sub Coord. * Attractive travel benefits.
258-4923 ext 252. Alum Rock Dist. *Internship credit for Hospitality
Office 2930 Gay 4.e, San Jose 95127. Management majors.
Professional working environment.
10 minute walk from campus.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
Indepth. 2-week training session
are appreciated by students,
Jan. 4-17, 1996.
woes your own hours.
PC experience & travel industry
Clean DMV. Good heath &
background helpful. Apply in person
teaching skills required.
or send/fax resume to:
408-971-7557.
Classic Custom Vacations
Attn: Human Resources Dept.
Part-time work, fulKime
SALES
One North First St. 3rd floor
pay. Earn between $200 and
San Jose, CA 95113
$800 weekly. Sales experience
Phone: 408/2874550
helpful, full training provided.
Fax: 408/287-9272
Flexible hours. If your’re self-mory
rated, with an outgoing personality,
DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small
call Carl at 1-800.7606715.
World Schools is hiring teachers
PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST for our school-age daycare proDowntown Si Law Firm has imme- grams. 6-12 units in ECE. Rec,
diate opening for P-T receptionist Psych. Soc. or Ed req. Experience
8am-12noon, M -F. Must speak preferred. Most positions are
some Spanth. Need somecomjxAer. 2- 5:30 or 2:30 - 6. M-F. Short
phone & clerical experience. Good morning shifts are also available.
interpersonal and organizational Call 379-3200 ext. 21.
skills. Please apply in person at
SECURFTY ACUFACTS, INC.
96 N. 3rd St. 500, between
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
gam-4pm M-F.
Corporate Sites. Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
HOLIDAY JOBS! HIRING NOW!
5-10 part time jobs earning Cey, Swing, Grave Shifts F/T & P/T.
510/hr. to 5300/week. Jobs Cal or apply ei pawn. Man-Sun 7-7.
filled on a first come, first 406-286-5880. 5550 Menial Ave.
btvey San Carts are Partrnoor.
serve basis. 408-249-8446.
behind te Cad and Party Rae.
MAINTENANCE ASST: Basic
maintenance functions: paint- CASHIERS WANTED FT or PT.
ing, plumbing, carpentry etc. Flextile hours perfect for students.
15-20 hrs/wk. Apply at 3rd level Starting pay $6 to $6.50 per hour.
Student Union Directors office. Fax or said ressne to Marty Jensen @
Classic Car Wash
For more info call 924-6310.
871 E. Hamilton Ave.
GRAPHICS PERSONS NEEDED Campbell CA 95008.
Fax #3714337.
detailfor WEB projects. Must be
oriented, team player, creative &
$35,000/YR. INCOME
a self-starter. Require proficiency
in two of either: Illustrator, Photo- potential. Reading books. Toll
shop or Quark. Call Jacob: 9-12 Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R2236 for details.
MW (408)247-5929.
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and
School Age Program. Energetic
individuals encouraged to apply.
Teacher position - ECE units
required. All majors accepted.
Call Gardner Children’s Center.
998-1343.

CASHIER POSITION AVAILABLE
$5.50 $6.00 /hour
Stevens Creek Unocal 76
4185 Stevens Creek Blvd
Mon. Fn. 8am - 3pm
Ask for David. 296-5258.
TEACHERS/AIDES
100 great children are looking for
a few great teachers. Teachers &
aides are needed for Campbell
before & after school-age program.
FT and PT positions available.
Excellent salary & benefits. Please
Call Laura 408-370-2143. EOE.
PART-TIMERS WANTED!! Deluxe
Corporation is looking for Telephone Order Clerks. Accurate,
Detail Oriented, Team Players with
Good Communication Skills a
MUST! 12-6pm 4 days a week
plus Sat. 9-4pm. 25-38 hrs. a
week. Also looking for production
workers day/graveyard. Apply
in person, M -F, 7:30-3:0 Opm.
1551 Dell Ave, Campbell.
EARN EXTRA CASH FOR XMAS
Busy time of year means we
need extra help immediately.
Excellent pay. No selling. For
further info, and application.
send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to: U.S. Publishing
Service, 415-112 N. Mary Ave.
#373, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
DATA ENTRY:
INTERVIEW TODAY,
START TOMORROW!
Are you fast on the 10 key? Do you
have proficient typing skills? Are you
pursung a 4.year degree? Would you
like to move into management upon
graduation? Hare we gat a job for you!
Great pay plus a tuition assistance
cmgrarn! Join a w’rning tear. apply n
person, NOW!
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, INC.
897 Wrigley Way
Milpitas. CA
or Call: 415-873-1367
EOE/AA
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
408-494-0200
Downtown
405364-2700
Campbell
Office positions also available.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE,
part-time, am/pm shifts. Serving
Downtown SanJossAppyincerson.
22 West Saint John, San Jose.
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled increases.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Medical/Dental Insurance
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply: Mon. - Fri. 8am - 5pm,
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Noirr 101 at San Tomas Expressway.
LEAD VALETS/PARKING
attendants needed. good, flexible
hours, great job for students.
Apply in person: 2752 DeLaCruz
Santa Clara.
SUBSTITUTES-R.10613LE HOURS.
Small World Schools is hiring
substitute teachers for our 14
preschool & school-age daycare
programs. 6-12 units in ECE, Rec,
Psych, Soc. or Ed required. Exp.
preferred. This is a great position
for students. We can work around
your school schedule even if
you are only available 1 or 2
afternoons. Cal 379-3200 ext. 21.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary +tips.
Students needed in the immediate
ave. Re-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-4 1 5-968-99 3 3.
International Bartenders School,

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
SERVICES
to $2.000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & fulkime positions. No
call
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
exp necessary. For info.
accepting students who wish to
1206-634-0468 ext. C60412.
excel in playing gutter or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Work for environmental justice.
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
P/T evening positions for
articulate and motivated persons Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
with opportunity for advancement, Call Bill 01 408-298-6124.
travel and benefits. EOE. Call
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
Silicon Valley Taxes Coalition.
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
2887882. 1-4pm.
Letters, reports, essays, state
merits articles. etc. For more
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
info please call Dave Bolick,
Desperate
for egg donation.
Asian couples need your help 510401-9554. Emergencies 0.K
help?
VISA/MASTERCARD.
FAX.
to conceive. Can you
Ages 21-30, healthy and
responsible. Generous stipend RESUME PREPARATION by
and expenses paid. Please call member of Prof. Assn. Resume
Writers. Reasonable rates.
WWFC 1.5 1 0-820-9495.
Cochrell’s Professional Resumes.
EARN $1500.00 WEEKLY (408) 356-6782.
working at home! Ten best
opportunities for starting a home CRIME FREVENT1ON INFORMATION
1-900-622-COPS
business. For FREE info send a
Personal Safety
self-addressed, stamped enveHome secunty
lope to: Hello-Tech, 467 Saratoga
Vehicle security
Ave.. #237, San Jose, CA 95129.
Child safety
Consumer assist
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT -Students
information
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up
$1.70 - min. (9-min max)
to $3,000-$6.000+ per month.
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
Room and Board! Transportation!
Male or Female. No experience THE COP-LINE, Morgan Hill. CA.
Bus. Ph.# 408683-5723.
necessary. Call 1-206-545-4155
ext A60412.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Positions subject. Why suffer and get poor
are now available at National Parks, grades when help is just a call
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Cal: college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
1-206-545-4804 at N60411.
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
640,000/YR INCOME
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Typists/PC
Home
potential.
users. Toll Free 1-800-898- Samples & references available.
Chinese
& other langs. spoken.
listings.
for
9778 Ext. T-2236
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for
free
phone consultation:
TRAVEL ABROAD MID WO(- Mate
up to 525-$45/hr. teaching basic (415) 525.0505..wsk for Daniel.
Japan
conversational English in
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching FOREIGN STUDEf4TS-VISITORS.
Greencard Program available.
background or Asian languages
required. For information call: 1600-660-7167 & 818-882-9681
1-206-632-1146 ext. 160411.
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Assistance with Visas and Green
514.00 / HOUR
Weekends/Evenings Cards, Reasonable Rates. Call
Sales
Canvassers and Telemarketers Tamara Daney. 415-267-7267.
253-8818.
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Student Discounts,
TUTORING
Blg-O-TIres
SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES 2336 6 Camino Real, Santa Clara.
8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 tp 4.
will provide the foundation to sail Mon.261-4430
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp cr course material.
SCHOLARSHIPS
One hour appointments at $22.50.
Call 374-5150.
$1,000 STUDENT SCHOlARSHIPSI
$1,000 scholarships and various
awards sponsored by Packaging
INSURANCE
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
eligibility. Scholarships available for
AUTO INSURANCE
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
Campus Insurance Service
receive 5 or more job offers.
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Starting salaries from $30k+.
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for NorGcod Drivers" Marcondes, Packaging Program
Coordinator at 408/924-3210.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car" IS 207 or CCB 200.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
FREE QUOTE
Billion in private sector grants and
NO HASSLE
scholarships is now available. All
OBLIGATION
NO
students are eligible regardless of
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
rrades, income, or parent’s income.
Let us help. Call Student Financ
Services: 1800-263-6495 el.
Certain advertisements In
F60412
these colurrns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
GUAFIANTEED
numbers or addresses for
SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS
additional Information.
Ultimate Financial Opportunity
Classified readers should be
for College Students.
reminded that, when making
Everyone Qualifies.
these further contacts, they
Don’t wait! Call now!
should require complete
UFO NETWORK
information before sending
510-651.3773
money for goods a services.
In addition, readers should
FREE MONEY For Yore Education!
carefully Investigate aN finns
Apply for your share in millions of
offering empioyment listings
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
orcoupons for discount
Scholarship Resource Services
vacations or merchandise.
408-261.8676.

FOR AlanoNAL / AGENcy RATES

CALL 408-924-3277

Mid your ad here Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

ODOEMECIOMMEJOMEI=DEMOODEECI
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DOOMMEIDEEICOMMODOODEOMMEL!
Name

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Ono
DM
$5
$6
$7

Two
DOT*
$2
$8
$9

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lbws
51 for each additional line

$e

$1 0

Barbara LeStage
American Cancer Society

Phone: 924-3277 IN FAX: 924-3282

EMPLOYMENT

11 EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.

I don’t have any
problem with AOL trying to
keep dirty words off their
service. But I don’t
consider breast to be a
dirty word.
9,

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim tor producbi or
services adverdsed below nor Is
there any guwaritee Implied. The
clarified corms of the Spartan
Dry consist of pad advertising
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

9

Throe
DftYll

$9
$10
$11
$12

Fore

Dove
$11
$12
$13
$14

RIM Address
DIOR
$13 Cay &Sire,
$14
$15
$16

Send check or money order to:

After the 111th day, rata Increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines, $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Special student rates

lc code

Spartan Dolly daaalfleds
Sari Jowl Stato Univors
San Jae% CA 9519241 141
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 1000 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates or consecutive publications dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL (ION 11124-3277

available for these classifications.$5.00

for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads

Please check
one classification:
_campus Clubs* _At,
Greek Messages" _Shared -iousrg
"AnEvenountsnc ements. _Rea Estate
_Services.
_Lost and Found" _Hearth/Bea..nr
Volunteers*
SIXw
IinsurtancsiT:l
For Sale*
_Autos For Sale. _Entertanrnente
_Travel
__Computers Elc
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Employment
Schocil:Ssinsxhipes g
__
-Wa
_Opportunities

must be placed in

0BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

Lost & Found ads are offered free.

3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

-

person in

TRAVEL

WORD PROCESSING

SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB
Jackson Hole Wyoming. Jan. 9.14.
$399. Right. 4 Days Ski. 5 Nights
Lodging. Call 924-8113.

TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing.
Only ter, minutes from campus
(Cupertino/West San Jose area).
Term Papers, Thesis. Resumes.
Tape Transcription. etc.
AP& Turabian and MLA.
Days and evenings. seven aays.
Suzanne 996-1686.

SPORTS/THRILLS
LEARN TO FLY
SQUADRON TWO FLYING CWB
San Jose Internat,onai Airport
Since 1974 - No Monthly Dues
$100 Per Year.
Perscnafized Professicnal hstruction
*Competitive Rates
Introductory Flight $35
22 Planes To Choose From
*Private Through ATP
1101 Aunt Bled SarJose, CA To110
(408)275-0300.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510.634.7575.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose
247-7486,
50% DISCOUNT’
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner- Lips- Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st. 1.995.
408-3783500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell, CA 95008.
MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing. tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest Lip - Bikini- Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First aPPl.
1/2 price if made before June 1,
1995. Her Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell . (408) 379.350C1

PROOFREADING EDITING
& Word Processing.
Get your papers edited before
they are graded: A polishea
paper improves grades.
Free pickup and delivery.
18 years business expenence.
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
(408)241-0513
PROFESWONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters,
mini-micro cassette transcription,
etc. All formats. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda 408.264-4504.
Please leave message.
Tab’s Word Processing Service
Incredible student rates on
resumes and school papers.
Add color to your reports at a low
cost. Ask about our resume
a,d sci-ool paper programs!!
CALL TODAY (408) 937.720L
CAL/ MARCIA 266-9448
Nursing/Soc. Work/Eng Edit/Format Specialist ic.
Projects/Term Papers/Resumes
MLA
APA Tumbler,
Gamma. lanctuaton.Rrasing
Tables/Charts/disk edit
Intentational Students Webane
10 minutes from campus!
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, ed.ting. graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul orVirginia 408251-04.49.

LOST & FOUND
LOST& FOUND ADS ARE PLACED
FREE TO THE 5.1SU COMMUNITY,

DAILY
CROSSWORD
answers will appear in the next issue.
ACROSS
1 Office
furnishings
6 One who gives
a hoot?
9 Eccentric
14 Antique -dealer’s
find
15 Roman dozen
16 Greek
marketplace
17 Stadium
18 Bus abbr
19 Harder to find
20 Made broader
22 Circled the sun
24 For fear that
25 Aquarium fish
27 Loch - monster
28 Island, in
Quebec
30 Bee colonies
32 Italian fashion
designer
35 Winter forecast
39 Nurses org
40 Rest on one’s 43 -team’
44 Short shorts
46 Radiant
48 Choral
ensemble
49 Sailor’s "yes"
50 Get smart with
53 Beginning
55 Signature
59 Ragamuffins
61 Bedding plant
63 Lowed
64 Wedding
promise
66 Fruit wastes
67 Entertain
68 Bagels and 69 Liqueur
flavoring
70 Wagons
71 Animal’s home
72 Encounters

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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IDOOM@WOU ME1000
DOMM WM@ MOOMM
M@MO MOM NUMMI
2-4.55

C 1995 Unned Form e Synd.care

DOWN
I Speak like
Scarlett
2 Spooky
3 Vehicles on
runners
4 Energizing
5 Flip through
6 Rust
7 Earn a blue
ribbon
8 Old-time candy
9 Fishhook part
10 Opposed
11 Nut cake
12 Forest units
13 Lawns
21 Summer. in
Pans
23 "Bolero"
composer
26 Wants badly
29 Fragrant shrub
31 Theme
32 Expression of
disgust

33 One for Pedro
34 House pet
36 Olive - of the
comics
37 Classic auto
38 Gullet
41 Writer
Chrekks
Eo haonv d
42
spoons
45 Most
luxurious
47 Real
49 Dined
50 Wild shrub
51 Fragrance
52 Scrub
54 Glue
ingredient
56 Sharpshooter
Oakley
57 Center
58 Loosens
60 - of March
62 Streetcar Ant
65 Speck
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The bite comes down; last-place Sharks fire Constantine
UNA 04

d

%%11111 .1
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,t1 1 liii’" tailed to

produce tesults lot the San Jose
Sharks, the worst team in the NHL
ilu tied to its coach.
Kevin Constantine, who guided
the Slinks to first -round upsets in
the playoffs the past two seasons,
was fired to make wo for the promotion of his assistaiit .ind friend.
Jim Wiley.
With only three victories this sea-

son, the Sharks fired Constantine
prior to Saturday night’s game.
The move paid off immediately:
The Sharks got their fourth win,
defeating the Washington Capitals
5-3.
Center Jamie Baker said the
Sharks now have done everything
possible to turn around their fortunes.
"That’s it, if the coat h is fired,
fhere’s
there’s no more excuse

no looking around anymore,"
Baker said. "The onus is on us to
win."
At first, the Sharks tried to remedy the situation by making four key
trades.
They moved veteran Igor
Larionov to Detroit for right wing
Ray Sheppard Oct. 24, sent offensive-defenseman Sandis Ozolinsh
to Colorado for right wing Owen
Nolan Oct. 26, acquired goalie

Chris Terreri from New Jersey for a
draft pick Nov. 15, and dealt wing
Pat Falloon to Philadelphia in a
three-way trade that yielded experienced defenseman Doug Bodger
from Buffalo Nov. 16.
Still, the Sharks couldn’t will,
and ultimately the blame was
heaped on Constantine.
General
manager
Dean
Lombardi said losses to Calgary
and Vancouver last week spurred

the decision, which was cheered by
fans at Saturday’s game.
"I guess we thought the team
wasn’t responding, wasn’t playinF
up to its potential and we didn t
want the season to get away," he
said.
Wiley went through a myriad of
emotions after his sudden promotion. But he had little time to dwell
on it because he was immediately
thrust into his NHL coaching

State won’t appeal in memory case
\ ow
REDWOOD CITY (AP
that the state has dropped out.
up to local officials to decide if
George Franklin will be retried in
the killing of an 8-year-old girl in a
"repressed memory" case.
The state Attorney General’s
Office announced Thursda that it
will not file further appeals , ’,instate Franklin’s murder colon bon.
San Mateo County District
Attorney Jim Fox said he plans to

review studies about repressed
memories ;mei re-evaluate the evidence before deciding.
Franklin. a former San Mateo
firefighter, was convicted in 1990
of murdering Susan Nason 21
years earlier.
The conviction was based on the
testimony of his daughter Eileen
Franklin-Lipsker, who claimed she
saw her father molest and kill the
child, but had repressed the mem-

ory of the violent event.
A U.S. District Court ,judge overturned Franklin’s conviction earlier this year on the basis that the
defense was incorrectly prohibited
from presenting critical evidence.
The state Attorney General’s
Office appealed but the federal
appellate court upheld the judge’s
ruling.
Fox said he will decide not to
retry Franklin if he finds that

repressed memories are largely discredited by the scientific community. There were no studies on the
issue when the case first went to
trial.
Dennis Riordan, Franklin’s
attorney, has said he believes there
is a high probability that Franklin
would be acquitted if he went to
trial again.

L.A. schools expected to overhaul special ed to settle suit
The
LOS ANGELES (AP)
nation’s second-largest school district is expected to settle a federal
lawsuit that will force costly
changes in special education programs, it was reported Sunday.
Board of Education
The
planned to vote this week on a proposed consent decree to avert trial
in the American Civil Liberties
Union suit filed in 1993 on behalf
of a special ed student, the Los
Angeles Daily News said,
The proposed agreement has
ii
I Fiend.cal ed Ii en,t t

ing final appioal by both sides
and by the judge overseeing the
case.
The suit claims the district violated federal laws that require school
officials to seek out and identify
pupils needing special education
and to provide appropriate programs for them in a timely mannet.
The U.S. District Court suit
claimed Chanda Smith, 17, was
allowed to fail the 10th grade twice
before the district tested her and
determined she had the math and

language skills of a 7-year-old and
needed special education.
A consultant involved in the settlement talks said the district will
agree to set up a computerized system to track its 65,290 special education students, adopt new teacher
training procedures and desegregate or close 18 schools serving
only special education students.
In addition, the proposed consent decree would create an assistant superintendent’s position to
monitor special education.
"A lot of this will require a

change in peoples’ attitudes
toward special education," said
Lou Barber, a consultant whose
191 -page report served as a blueprint for the proposed settlement.
"I think in the long run all of
this will be better for kids and
more cost-effective," Barber said.
The district plans to make public details of the pact later this
month and to hold public hearings in January before it goes
before a federal judge in March
for final approval.

Officials trying to find
mountain lions
LAKEPORT, Calif. (AP)
Accompanied by hunting dogs,
state fish and game officials
were searching Sunday for two
mountain lions that attacked a
hunter.
Robert Nakatani Jr. was recovering from injuries suffered
when one of the animals
latched on to his right foot
about 5 p.m. Saturday. The
hunter said he shot the animal
as it chewed on his leg.
Nakatani, 27, of Dixon, said
his gunshot injured the attacking lion, arid possibly killed it.

balloon in my front yard with all
these people hanging out."
Rancher John Minaglia said the
big balloons scare his sheep when
they fly low or touch down on
land. Balloon gondolas can damage fences, trees and vineyards,
"We just don’t want them,"
Minaglia said. "We’ve had a hell of
a time."
Some say they’re concerned
about possible lawsuits if a someone is injured while on their land,
and worry that gas-powered balloons might crash and cause fires.
Privacy is also an issue since low-fly-

ing balloonists can hover over private property, transforming homes
and ranches into tourist auraetions.
In September, Winston notified
balloonists that property owners
set up a "restricted landing zone"
covering 3,750 acres between
Windsor and Healdsburg where
balloons can’t fly lower than 500
feet.
Winston said 33 landowners support the policy.
But balloon pilots have questioned the notice, saying they have
permission to land from some

friendly property owners in the
area. And they say that while they
try hard not to land on private
property, it’s not always that easy.
"A lot of people don’t realize
that a balloon doesn’t have a steering wheel," said Wim Van Der
Horst, of Air Flamboyant, a
Windsor company that offers balloon rides. "You don’t want to land
anywhere you’re not welcome. But
sometimes you have to come back
to Earth."
In Sonoma County, there are
about 200 launches a year from
Healdsburg and Windsor.

The other mountain lion was
not shot.
The attack late Saturday afternoon occurred near Lake
Bee ryessa in unincorporated
Lake County. Motorists in the
area have reported seeing
mountain lions ui recent weeks,
officials said.
If confirmed, the mountain
lion attack would be the second
in California this year, Weir said.
A mountain biker suffered
head injuries in March when a
mountain lion attacked him
near Los Angeles.
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Sonoma landowners create no-fly zone to protest low-flying hot-air balloons
a
SANTA ROSA (AP) Propertv
owners in Sonoma County have
their own stern answer to what’s
blowing in the wind,
Nearly three dozen ranchers
and landowners have created a
kind of no-fly zone over their property. warning hot-air balloonists to
stay aloft or else.
"They were hedge-hopping over
my barn and my horses were just
freaking out," said homeowner Jim
Winston, noting that three touristladen balloons made unscheduled
landings on his property this sum.1111t 4 1111( IC .111,i 1 hit l’ was

debut.
"I haven’t had time to digest my
thoughts," he said.
Wiley was entering his third year
as coach of the International
Hockey League’s Kansas City
Blades when he was promoted to
Sharks’ assistant two months ago.
He had a 75-71-16 record at Kansas
City.
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